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ABSTRACT
The document examines the teaching of psychology at

levels below colleges Its purpose is to establish a separate identity
for high school psychOlogy teachers by tracing the growth and
documenting the breadth of present-day psychology at the secondary
school level. The focus is on distinguishing between the needs of the
college professor. and the high, school psychology teacher. Discussion
is limited primarily to high sChool psychology courses, where most
curriculum development efforts and enrollment increases have
occurred. A few efforts at the elementary and junior high school
levels are also mentioned. A brief history of. the field and
documentation of the rapid growth in recent years are reviewed. Next,
some of the philosophical issues behind the teaching of psychology
below college are considered. The main issue of contention is whether
personal development or substantive knowledge of psychology as a
discipline should be the primary goal. The last two sections are
devoted to the primary areas in which the philosophical issues have
had an impact; instructional approaches and teacher training.
(Author/KSM)ii,4
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Preface
In the three. Facades since World War 11, the field of psychology has

grown to its pres-nt state of maturity as a unique and complex blend of
facts, perspectives, and practices. Most of these have met with sufficient
public acceptance to make psychology currently the largest single disci-
plinary producer of bachelor's degrees. Not surprisingly, there has been a
parallel growth in psychology at precollege levels. predominantly in the
high schqols. The rapid growth of psychology at all educational levels is
associated with the relatively recent mass popularization of psychology
and some notable practical achievements that have arisen from that
subject matter. The plethora ofTV "experts," Sunday-supplement exposi-
tions on various psychological phenomena, self-help approaches to per-
sonal adjustment, bombardment by the visual media in both dramatic
and documentary form with virtually every kind of pSychological
activity ---all of these have fueled both a mass awareness and mass de-
mand for more formal education in psychology, especially at the precol-
lege level. The success of the magazine Psychology Today serves. as an,.
excellent illustration of this unassailable fact.

EduCators at both the elementary and secondary levels have sensed
the growth of this demand and are trying to meet it with the resources at
their disposal. Virtually-all teachers, whatever their ultimate specialty,
have had a course or two in psychology. With the growth of more open and
direct methods of instruction, particularly at the secondary level, and
with the growing demand for psychological content, it is only natural that
many secondary teachers have begun explicitly to teach psychology while
continuing implicitly to "use" it in their teaching.

It is not surpri:.ing to find that efforts to teach psychology, particularly
at the secondary level, mirror the broad range of preconceptions and
approaches to the discipline that have for years characterized both teach-
ing and practice at higher educational levels. Obviously, a college-level
psychologist who attends a meeting of high school psychology teachers
will be very much at home with the debates that rage: humanism versus
behaviorism, Science versus art, discipline orientation versus personal
adjustment, and so on. These debates, after all; have occupied psycholo-
gists for nearly 30 years. They reflect the situation that has always pre-
vailed when a science spawns a technology that must, for awhile, share
bed and board with the parent.

There are, ham/ever, some significant differences between a gather-
ing of college psychology professors and a gathering of high school
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teachers of psychologyan observation that brings us to the purpose of
the present book. Whereas the college professor is a member of several
discipline-oriented professional societies, the secondary school teacher
has no such sources of professional identity. By tracing the growth gild-
documenting the breadth olvresent-day psychology at the secondary
school level, tiasschau and Wertheimer have taken an important step
toward establishing a separate identity for high school psychology
teachers. Because these authors are both distinguished psychologists in
their own right, their work will be doubly effective in this regard. It will
command the attention not only of those whose activities and aspirations
it so eloquently describes, but also of others who must recognize and act
upon the fact that psycholdgy is taught in the high school and increasingly
SO.

A second distinction between college professors and high school
teachers emerges from the practical, action-oriented approach of high
stmot.psychology teachers. They are doers, not talkers. They are willing
to discuss the academic merits of the humanistic or behavioristic ap-
proach and participate in workshops that contrast discipline-oriented
psychology with the personal-adjustment tmv.iel. But when it comes to
their own teaching, they are faced with having to find a working com-
promise between any such pair of polar opposites. Such a compromise. or
synthesis, together with the thesis and antithesis from which it emerges.
has been'suggested by Kasschau and Wertheimer. Their synthesis, how-
ever, may also be taken as a testimonial to the new profession having fully
arrived since, in suggesting it, these spokesmen for precpllege psychology
have made an invaluable contribution to the discipline as a whole.

For nearly two decades, the American Psychological Association has
manifested awareness of and interest in the growth of psychology at the
preCollege level. Its Committee on Precollege Psychology, a subsidiary of
the Education and Training Board, has actively atternpted to define and
keep pace with the growth without. putting the Association'on one' or
another side of the various issues (e.g., the place of psychoiogy in the high
school curriculum, certification of teachers, reforms in preservice train-
ing, and the like). In a real sense, the present book is a compendium.of the
knowledge gained by the Committee on Precollege Psychology over many
years. In the context of the Association's commitment to place psychology
squarely in the mainstream of the educational venture, this book is a
tribute to the fact that the Association has recognized and is beginning to.
meet its responsibility.

We must Hasten to point out, however, that this work is also repre-
sentative of' the ERIC Clearinghouse for Social Studies/Social Science
Education ( ERIC/ChESS), which seeks most effectively to collect and
disseminate infortnation about research and practice in the social sci-
ences and social studies. In this, its secondcollaborative publication with
the American PsychologiCal Association, ERIC/ChESS is again dem-
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onstrating its sensitivity to the need tbr a periodic summary and dis-
semination of activities that would otherwise remain unpublicized.
Through the efforts of ERIC"ChESS, the likelihood of periodic reinven-
tion Of the wheel is substarftially reduce4; thekenefits of this service
during a time...of exploding knowledge can hard. be_overestimated.

There are a number of people whose commitment and dedication on
behalf pf this project merit special recognition. The manugcript was
thoroughly reviewed on-two occasions by Ambrose Clegg of Kent State
'University, Raymond G. Hunt of Cornell University, and Richard Pitner.
Teacher Associate at the Social Science Education Consortium in 19 o-

. 74. now at Kennedy High School. Cedar Rapids. Iowa. The litre Robet S.
Fox. director of ERIC/ChESS, initiated the project and super sed i 'long
the way. ably assisted by ERIC/ChESS editors Karen Wiley a; wis
Ahrens: Finally, the authors join me in acknowledging both th. Jblic
and personal indebtedness ofall those involved, not only with this voluthe.
-.but with the entire precollege psychology enterprise. to James Russell
Nazzaro and Margo Johnson of the Educational Affairs Office of the APA.

H. S. Pennypacker. Chairman
Committee on Precollege Psychology (1972 and 1973)
American Psychological Association
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Introduction.
.

Psychology has been taught in United States schools. especially at the
secondary level, since at least the 1830s. The growth in both numbers of

_students and courses was modest yet steady through the first half of the
20th century but has been particularly rapid during the last decade. It is
.now .estimated that between one half and three quarters of a million

. students are enrolled in precollege psychology courses. Our attention in this
document is limited primarily to high school psychology courses since this
is where the increases in enrollment and the resultant increases in training
and curriculum development activities are most dr4matiri-

The focal isNute concerns not whether to teach psychology at .precol-
lege levels, but rattier how best to do so. Who represents the pdmary
audience for .such courses the collegebound student ? -The- noncol-
legebound? What are the appropriate objectives for.such- a precollege
course personal adjustment of the students? Communication of the
facts of psychology as a discipline? The issues are many: the answers are
few; and ttequently debated.

Precollege psychology is an area of rapid growth in student interest
sand enrollment, an area of substantial change and rich Opportunity. The
issues rvn deep. but interest is high. and the time has come forexamining
the philoophical 4.ssertions underlying teaching precollege psychology.

The teaching of psychology in United States schools is growing today
at an accelerating pace. but it is by no meant something entirely new.
Psychology, in some form- or anotlfer, has been taught in:American
schools for at least 140 years. A quatter of a century ago, perhaps one-high
shooLin 10 offered a course in psychology: in 1973 the figure was closer to
one in every four or five: and the proportion continues to grow each year.
There are now an estimated 10.000 people teaching piychology in high
schools in the United States. E t4e4.2cade ago there were almost 150.
000 high school students enrolled in psychology courses, at a time when
there were only about 2,000 high school psychology teachers. This implies
that there may well be over half' a million or more high school students
enrolkd in pSychology courses tothiy.

At) least four separate factors have influenced the gmwthofprecollege
psychology: educators: students, federal funding, and professional agen-

- dies. A major deierminant, of course. is educators, particularly the social
specialists who are constantly- trying to 'make the school sdr-

riculUm responsive both to the needs of the students and to the rapid
changes in the knowledge base of the social sciences.

's
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' A second major force is the students themselves. The students- pleas
for relevance in their school experiences have intensified at both the
college and precollege levels, and they see psychology as potentially very
useful for coping with the real world.

A third source of influence is the subtly changing deployment of
national resources. such as government funding. via the National Sci-
ence Foundation. the United States Office of Education. the National
Institute; of Education.. and other agencies. to meet the shifting priorities
of modern times. Massive infusions of federal funds have helped to
change the direction of curriculum planning and impleinentation.

Finally, though perhaps with less impact, professional associations of
various 'kinds have advanced the spirit of the times. getting educational
practices to move in directions consi§tent with their ideals. Among.these.
are societies of, educators such as the National Council for the Social
Studies and the National Education Association: discipline-centered
societies such as the American Ant larbpologic:11 Association. the Associa-
tion of American Geographers, the American Political Science Associa-
tion. the American Psychological Association. and the American Socio-
logical Association: and groups of educators and discipline-oriented
people such as the Social Sciene Education Consortium, concerned with
dissemination of curriculum information and implefilentation of new
curriculum materials. or the now Aefunct Consortium, of Professional
Associations for Study of Special Teacher Improvement Programs.

These four determinants. and others that could be identified. operate
within a complex social and historical matrix that forms the environment
atile entire educational venture. In recent years this matrix has included
such diverse features as accountability. cross-age and peer teaching.
simulation gaming. open schools, individualized instruction: vastly im-
proved audiovisual support technology. behavioral objectives, the search
for alternatives to the lecture method. micro-teaciling, inquiry training.
focus on the --whole child" with a commitment to affective as well as
cognitive goals. Several of these tie in closely with The increase in
psychological instruction at educational levels before college: others run
counter to and tend to impede this'growth.

The present document examines the teachimNI psychology at levels
below college. Many of the curriculum development efforts and most of
the enrollment increase's in precollege psychology courses have been
tbcused at the secondary level. While our discussion includes efforts at-
elementary and junior high school levels. it is limited primarily to high
school psychologtEdurses. Ve begin with a brief history of the field and
then doiament the rapid growth of the endeavor in recent years. Next.
some of the philosophical issues behind tbe teaching of psychology at the
elementary. ,junior high. and high school levels are considered. The last
two sections are devoted to t he primary areas in which these philosophical
issues ha% e an impact : instructional approaches and teacher training.

I



Histm,. of the Endeavor
The history of the tearhing and growth ofprecollege psychology in the

United States seems to fall into four eras. First, there was the 19th Cll-
tury, marked by little distinct growth or development but characterized by
scattered activity. The early 20th century (1900-1940) saw the develcip-
ment of the discipline generally and its identification as a separate body of
knowledge. Also, there were a number of attempts to gather data both on
the nature of tear ling efforts,at precollege levels and the type of student
enrolling in psychblogy courses. From 1940 to 1960 increased efforts were
made at secondary school levels, including the publication of several
textbooks especially for high school students. In addition, efforts were
initiated during this period to .introduce psychological content at the
elementary and junior high levels. The period since 1960 has seen an
accelerated growth of student interest and profe4sional activities in the
field.

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

Unearthed in a collection of some 70 psychology-related textbooks, all
published in the United States before 1890. were severithat were intended
foruse in secondary schools. though two of these were written for teachers
rather than Yupils, (Louttit, 1956). Among the earliest was Elements of
Mental Philosophy. a two-volume work by Thomas C. Upham originally
published in 1831 and abridged to a single volume in 1840: the first edition
was used in some secondary schools (Roback, 1952), and the second was
expressly intended for academies and high schools. In 1840, Elizabeth
Ricard's text based on lectures at the Geneva Female Seminary'-was
published ( Louttit. 1956). and there is evidence that a high school course
in "mental philosophy" ( which nowadays doubtlessly would have been
called psychology) was officially on the books in St. Louis in 1857 (Coffield
& Engle. 1960). In 1889 two texts clearly intended for secondary schools
were published. They. were Elementary Psychology. or the First Princi-
pies of Me n tala and Moral Science Or High. Nbrmal and Other Secondary
Schools and ,for Private Reading by Daniel Putnam and Rudientary
Psychology for Schools and Colleges by G. M. Steele (Engle, 1967b).

.:(01 1900 TO 1940
According to Engle ( 1967b). psychobgy was offered in high schools in

Iowa (and prolibly other states as well) before and soon after the turn of

3
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the cen t or% as a -professional- course tin :students who intended to teach
in tel elenu grades after Limit; of high school. A semester or
summer at a normal se hoed was enough i16hosc ddys to obtain a teaching
license if a student had alead% liad-9re puiessional psychology course as
part of hits or liter high school !raja/111M. "As eaI as 1910 1)"YhologY
%%as in tit currii.olum oftlie Kansas City schools and . . . 1w 1973 it was
estimate that two thIrds of the high schools in the state of Kansas offered
psyt hob) t Engle. 19671). p. 1(i9). A 1937, APA committee report indi-
ca:ed t itioni.1929 to 1934 there v es a steady increase in the popular-
ity of psvholog courws in file high school Curriculum" oquoled in Engle.

91,71. p. 1E9 ;.

Early in the 1930s pschologv %% as recognized I) at least one author
\loon% 1932 as an appropriate topic alre:idy being taught as a unit in

junior high stile el el science. According to a doctoral dissertation at the-time
Bronson. 1912: Pechstein & Bronson. 1933). about half attic state direc-

tors of sr( ()Helm.% edilcation sampled and a 'little more than h: f 190
princip.ds of high se hook tt ith enrollMents ut I MOO or more eith ofeced
or Li% tdicritig ns%chology as a subject at the senior high school leVel.
Ea% letiot; such offering,. also were .53' of 90 presidents t: teachers ol-
leges and 60' of heads of departments of secondary education in 62
unit ersities. .\ Nur% e% in 1933-3.1 b the U.S. Office of Education indi-
cated that ps% etiology courses were theii being uttered in sonic schools in
atleast st Mc% ; Noland. 1966a.

The second half of the 1930s vielded mo lengthy .reports (Stone &
Watson. 1934i. 1 9;7: on the teaching of psychology in secondary schools,
and there ti ere a number of additional articles on the teaching of psyhol-
og% in the high se hoed and the grade. school (e..g.. Engle.. 1939: Geisel.
1.938; Harris. 14) i9: 1936, 1937: Riddle.. 1939: Salisbury. 19 :36:
Skiii4gS. 1937 .

FkONI 19i0 TO 1960

!hiring t he first half of the 15)10s. Ralph Ojemann began his work on
helping %oath learn about the causes of behavior ( McNiel. 19-14: Morgan
& Ojem.enn. 1912 Further surveys. texts. and articles appeared. and an
increased ifltrst het sam e%idoifit in high school courses in mental
11%gicil e g.. Gisl 1940. 1943;1. 1943h: 'turner & Collins. 1940). The
first edition of T. 1.. an.41s influential. discipline-oriented text. Nrihtd-
wilt: It Pr, ,o Hiles a 1111 IpplIcat , published in 1945. and by the
latter halt' of the 190s Ralph Ojemann's.approach. empirically demon-
strating the die( tit enc... of teaching about the science of behavior to
lmntar pupils. ti as gathering further momentum (Ojetnann. 1948.
1949: Ojmann. N4114411t, & 011*, 19.17).

1)e% lopments in the early 1950s indicated that the teaching of
psychology in the high schools and mental health instruction in the
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elementaiy grades.were coming of age (Elliott, 1950-51; Hertzman..1952;
Ojemann, 1953; Rosenthal. 1953). Roback (1952) published a hiitorical
article on psychology leaching in secondary schools, and Bunch (1954,
1955) prepared two lengthy reports for the APA. Engle (1950) wrote a
review of 13 texts expressly intended for the high school level and under-
took a series of surveys concerning the extent of the precollege endeavor,
the preparation of high school psychology teachers, and the attitudes of
teachers and students toward the high school psychology-course (1951,
1952a, 1952b, 1952c, 1955). One survey at a California state teachers
college revealed that almost 10' of students enrolled in a sophomore-
level general psychology course had had a psychology course in higb
school (Burnett, 1952).

During the later 1950s. the growth that had marked the preceding
years increased ever more rapidly and major concern began to be ex-

- pressed about standards for teachers of high school psychology (Coffield,
1959; Crouter, 1956 ). There was a growing flurry oLpapers on high school
psychology in general, and instruction that was partly mental health
related and partly discipline oriented was working its way down into the
middle grades, with an elementary psychology course taught at the
eighth-grade level in this country (Patti, 1956). A fifth-grade program for
personal development was described and evaluated by SolVertz and Lund
in 1956; and in 1959 Ralph Ojemann published a book on his program for
education in human behavior in the primary grades.

TI1E 1960s

77-Aliotherhistory of the field, together with further national survey data
showing that preCbIlege_psychology was continuing to grow rapidly, was
published by Coffield and Engle in 1960. In the same year, Engle pub-7
lished two papers (1960a, 1960b) on the preparation of high school
psychology teachers, and Snellgrove (1962)-put together a mimeographed
manual for high school psychology teachers on the construction and use of
inexpensive psychological apparatus. During 1964 and 1965, under the

. auspices of APA's Division on the Teaching of Psychology, a mimeo-
graphed list of over 1,700 names and addresses of known high school
psychology teachers was compiled, as were a dittoed list of some 40
psychology films, a recommended list of readings appropriate for the high
.School student, a catalog of companies that sold psychological ap-
paratuE. and a 16-page. partly annotated bibliography for high school
psychology teachers and students. These materials were available free to
any high school teacher of psycholdgy.

Other avenues for the promotion and improvement of psychology in
secondary schools were also explored, such as the encouragement of
psychological entries in high school science fairs (Coffield, Engle,
McNeely. & Milton. 1960) and the inclusion of psychology in a traveling
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science teacher program for high schools ( Ratner. .1961). That the Ameri-
can Psychological Association was anxious to cooperate with high school
psychology teachers was made clear in 1963, when its Division on the
Teaching of Psychology invited high school teachers of psychology to
become affiliates. to receive its newsletter. and:to participate in psychol-
ogy conventions.

State surveys of high school psychology teaching continued in the '60s
(e.g.. Anderson. 1963: Mc Neely, 1967; Noland, 19661_, Stanley and Ab-
rams ( 1963) explored the question oldie certification of psychology ma-
jors to teach in the high school, with a stirvey finding that the western
states were more likely to hire such applicants than were other parts of the
country. The mental health theme continued to by emphasized in high
school psychology teaching (e.g., Belenky. 1966; Hollister. '.966) and was
also flourishing at the elementary level (Burnes, 1966; (,e tz. 1966: Roen,
196(i; Sigel & Waters. 1966). Other efforts at the elementary and junior
high levels includer' those of Lippitt et al. (1963). who prepared the
rationale tOr what was soon to be their major curriculum project to teach
behavioral science at the upper elementary and lower middle school
levels, and Sheldon Roen ( 1963 ), who defended teaching oldie behavioral
sciences at the lower elementary grades. Klugh. Deterline, and Hender-
son ( 1960 ) described the teaching of Skinner's descriptive behaviorism hi
the fifth grade.

In 1967. Engle published a paper on the objectives for and the kinds of
subject matter stressed in high school, offering quantitative evidence that
high school teachers of psychology favored a personal-adjustment over a
discipline orientation in psychology courses. A new note in the 1960s was
the influence offal- reaching reforms in social science curricula, as major
social science curriculum projects in geography and other fields reached
fruition. A represeritatn (' document that characterizes flae new social
science curricula is Concepts and St rio in the New Social Science
Curricpht Nlorrissett. 1967).

A true landmark in the teaching of precollege. psychology was the ap-
pearance in 1967 of an entire issue of the journal of School Psychology
dt:\ oted to this topic. The guest editor. Jack I. Banton, gained the coopera-
tion of most of the major figures in the area at the time as %yell as of several
less well-known ones. Appropriately enough, the issue opened with an
optimistic yet objective paper ( Engle. 1967b) on the past, present, and
possible future of the teaching of psychology at the secondary level. An
article by Noland (1967) summarized the results of a survey of school
psychologists and counselors. It was indicated that (a) over 90' of the
respondents favored the teaching of psychology at the high school level;
( b ) the great majority preferred a '..practical.- personal-adjustment course
or a combination of scientific and practical content.-but 95'; rejected an
exclusively scientific treatment of psychology: and (c) almost three guar-
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ters favored mandatory state certification of high school psychology
teachers.

Other papers in the issue covered topics as diverse as the notable
increase in offerings of psychology as a separate course of instruction and
recommendations on the preparation of elementary and high school
teachers of psychology. Also included were papers covering elementary
instruction in the causes of behavior and discussions of various ways in
Which psychology could be included in the curriculum. Concluding the
issue was a valuable set of book reviews and a particularly useful bibliog-
raphy of relevant literature on precollege psychology compiled by Noland
and Bandon (1967).

RECENT TRENDS

Among the more influential events since 1967 .has been the appear-
ance of the seinipopular monthly magazine, Psychology Today, which
began in the spring of 1967. Many teachers of psychology have found this
magazine, with its readable style, superb illustrations, and focus on
"human" psychology. an interesthig source for classroom materials. In
1972 the same publisher issued the second edition of a large, profusely
illustrated introductory survey textbook, entitled PSychology Today_- An
Introduction. and an accompanying set of readings. This material has
been used at the high school level as well as in colleges. which were its
primary target audience.

Material for behavioral science teaching in grades three through
seven was published by Science Research -Associates in 1969 (Lippitt,
Fax, & Schaible). This material was the product of a major curriculum
development effort.or the '60s. Focused primarily on social psychology,
and based on the philosophy of an inquiry approach, the material is a fully
developed package.of innovative instructional units that use a modified
laboratory strateprand involve students in gathering, organizing, and
using data concerning human behavior.

Also in 1969. Introduction to the Behavioral Sciences: An Inquiry
Approach (Sandberg, 1969) appeared. It was the final segment of the Holt
Social Studies Curriculum, which is intended for use at the senior high
school level. Its title describes the content of the textbook well. Beginning,
like the Science Research Associates' materials, with a unit on the nature
of behavioral science and the conduct of inquiry, it takes up several
substantive areas of interest to the high school student, such. as adoles-
cence, the search for identity, and race and prejudice.

Also during 1969, the fifth edition of Engle's highly successful text
(Engle, 1945) was published, with the coauthorship of Snellgrove. It was
accompanied by a teacher's manual and a record of activities and experi-
ments to use with the text. t-A sixth edition of ihe work (Engle & Snellgrove,

-1974) is now available.
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A number of other materials.expressly designed for high schools have.
been published. A low-key, descriptive, nonpolemical, and traditionally
oriented introductory text with a historical slant is out in a second edition
( Branca, 1968 ). Gordon ( 1972) has prepared a text slanted toward clinical
pswklogy, to the relative neglect of scientific, experimental parts of the
fieleivith a strong focus on-topics of interest to high- school students. In
its third edition is the Sorenson, Mahn, and Forehand (197`l text, which is
at the humanistic extreme of the polarity we shall develop later4n this
dOcument. Didactic in approach, and with no effort to present either an
overview of contemporary _p_s yehology or the relevance of research results
to real-lite problems. it presents wisdom and advice about personality,
interpersonal relations: and mental hygiene. The text of another cur-
riculuip package intended primarily for the high school psychology course
was published in 1971 (Wertheimr, BjOrkman, LuAberg, & Magnusson,
1971). Its focus is an evidential approach to the study of behavior; com-
bined with references to the applicability of a few broad psychological
principles to everyday life. Although brief, it contains many recom-
mended exercises. activities, experiments, and suggested further av-
enues of inquiry., and attempts to provide a representative overview of the

Since 1967. the American.Psyc hOlogical Association has also entered
the field orhigh school psychology in a significant way. The APA partici-
pated in an interdisciplinary behavioral science conference in 1967 in
Williamsburg. Virginia. funded by the National Science Foundation. An
outcome of this conference was a recommendation that a curriculum for
the teaching of,behavioral science ill general should be developed for the
upper middle school and. or lower high school grades and that courses in
tlie separate behavioral sciences ( including anthropology, psychology;
And .sociology should be developed for the upper high school grades. A
growing number of symposia arid programs on precollege psychology
have been scheduled in recent years at. national, regional, and state

,psychological association conventions.
In December 1969. with funds from the U.S. Office of Education, APA

brought together a group of its ex-presidents who prepared a statement on
Psychology in the Educational Venture." It supported substantial in-

% olvement of ARA and individual psychologists in the improvement of
precollege instruction in psychology. In 1969, retiring APA president
George A. Miller provided further impetus by devoting his presidential
address to) the theme of -giving psychology away" to thoSe who can use it
to improve their own lives, that is. as a means of promoting human.
welfare.

Early in 1970. additional funds were obtained from the U.S. Office of
Education for an A PA-sponsored five-week program on the .teaching of
psychology in the secondary school, at Oberlin College. In the months
immediately preceding the program at Oberlin College, a Cle&inghouse
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on Precollege Psychology and Behavioral Science was established by
APA. Its first task was to gather support materials for the summer pro-
gram. but a more long-range dissemination function was intended and
subsequently realized. A landmark resource bbok for high school psychol-
ogy teachers resulted from this conference ( Bare et al., 1970); it is now
available in a second edition (APA, 1973).

onIn late 1970. APA's Division n the Teaching of Psychology charged
Raymond G. Hunt with the job of drafting a coordinated plan for develop-
inent of precollege pSYchology that would bring together under one cen-
tralized administration a number of existing projects and some to be
newly generated. Early in 1971. Hunt, Davol, and Schoeppe collected the

contributions of-a-large number of people and fashioned "A Proposal for
Precollege Psychology and Behavioral Science" (1972), a.document that
played a significant role in subsequent deliberations concerning the APA
high school psychology curriculum development project.

Also in 1971. the United States Office ofEducation provided support
for the development of two prototypic curriculum modules for the high
school, one on reinfbrcement (Markman, 1973) and the other on race
relations ( Kasschau, 1974a). The development of these modules was seen
by APA as part of the process of moving toward a massive curriculum
development effort at the high school level. In the summer of 1972, John
K. Bare of Carleton College was appointed director of a proposed second- t
ary school curriculum development project in human behavior; and in
February 1973 a proposal for the prOject was submitted over his signature
to the National Science Foundation (NSF). The Human Behavi.o.Cur-
riculum Project (HBCP) was approved by NSF and began operation in
January 1974. Under the guidance of a 15-member Steering Committee'
composed of educators experienced in curriculum development and
prominent psychologists, including four former presidents of APA, HBCP
is encouraging the development of 30 teaching modules, each sufficient-
for two weeks or so of classroom activities. Typically, a module is to be
developed by a design team including a college-level psychologist, two
high school teachers, and two high school students. The modules are to be
extensively field tested in the project, which is expected to take five years
for completion.

On other fronts, recent years have also seen the appearance of more
periodic and separate publications concerned with the teaching of
psychology. The newsletter of APA's Division (2) on the Teaching of
Psychology began publishing a number of articles on the teaching of
psychology in the schools in 1964. Periodically, a newsletter for high
school teachers, has been issued monthly during the academic year since
January 1971 by the APA Clearinghouse. In 1971 appeared the first issues
of a commercially published semi-annual journal, People Watching, de-
voted primarily to the teaching of behavioral science in the elementary.
grades. but touching on high school behavioral science as well. The first
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Lissue'ciestill another cinninercially published journal intended to serve
high school and community college teachers of psychology. sociology, and
anthropology. The Bella eitmil and Social Science Teacher, appeared in
early 1974.

A major reporton undergraduate education, providing the findings of
a large-scale APA-sponsored project funded by NSF. has recently beenN =

published ( Kulik. 1973). Many of the philosophical issues. and questions of
the how, why. when, and where oL the teaching. of psychology at the
college level-discussed in this book are also clearly relevant to precollege
psychology. Accordingly, the contents of this volume are likely to be as
interesting to psychology teachers in the schools as to psychology teachers
in the colleges and universities.

Recently, the ERIC Clearinghouse fbr Social Studies/Social Science
Education. with the cosponsorship of APA. commissioned two documents
directly rele% ant to precollege psychology. The intent was to provide a
package of items that would be useful to the field. The first is a bOoklet
( Bare. 1971 ) designed to help the teacher who has just been handed the
assignment of instituting a new psychology course. The second, the pres-
em document. is intended to provide the history and background of the
teaching of psychology in the schools, to present the philosophical issues
associated with such instruction, and to discuss recent trends in the field.

. In sum, it is clear that various national institutions have finally rec-
ognized the existence of psychology teaching at the precollege level and
are beginning to do something that will help in this endeavor.

SONIE RECENT SURVEY RESULTS

Let us end this brief history by discussing a few recent findings from
surveys that attest t9 the growth of the teaching oispsychology; especiagy..
in the secondary salmis, raise some problems, :did characterize what Is \-
going on.

. In 1951 only nine states tertified.high school psychology teachers, but
by 1964. 6 states did so (Thornton & Culver. 1967), and now 37 states do
(Johnson. 1973b ). Typical high school teachers of psychology have Flad,
over the years. only some eight or nine credit hours of courses in psycho];
ogy departments ( Abrams & Stanley, 1967: Engle, 1952c). Stahl and
Casteek 1973 i summarize the results of other surveys as follows:

Studiek of sconda school psychology courses during the past two decades have
tended to substantiate each other. The billowing list briefly summarizes the important
characteristic s and facts relative to the status of precollege psychology.

1 Student enrollment and 'lumbers of schools offering the course are rapidly increas-
ing. -"?

2. 5;t octet)! s and teachers see the course as being c, al uable.
i. There is .4 I perceived' need for psychology courses in the curriculum.

4. Courses are a el popular among students.
5. Courses are uttered in all fifty states.
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6. Courses an must often one semester in length.
7. Courses are offered as elective more often than as a required subject.
8. ('nurses are more likely to be offered in schools with over 300 students.
9. Courses are most frequently opened to juniors and seniors.

10. ( arts are mon. likely to take the course than huts.
. 11. Whites are more likely to enroll in the course than blacks.

1.). "the course is uttered most often in urban school settings.
13. Personal adjustment and mental htlgiene are the two, most often stated_objectives

of the course.
1.4. Courses alt usually.' assigned social studies credit.
171. teachers are predominantly certified in social studies.
16. teachers de% to and use a great deal of materials such as popular magaztaes to

supplement their courses.
17. 'the T..1.. Engle and Louis Sitllgrove textbook. Psycho/ion,: Its 11'4 ;triples and

.1ppin at ions. is the most popular text used.
18. Psychology is not required in any- state for graduation.

Vlore se hools Mould offer the course if properly trained teachers were available.
pp. 27 28 , .,.

Some further statistics attest to the growth of psychology in the
schools. In-1950 there were an estimated 1,080 public high schools offer-
ing a course in psychology ( Engle, 1951 ); by 1960 the number had grown
to.2,362 (Wright, 1965), and by 1970, to 5,779 (Gertler & Barker, 19721.
Surveys by the National Science-Teachers Association identified 5,645
high school psychology teachers in the fall of .1969; 6,689 in 1971; and
7,472 in 1973; taking account of nonrespondents in these surveys (24'i ,

22'; , and 22', , respectively), these, figures Can be adjusted to approxi-
mately 7,400, 8,800, 'lid 9,600. It therefore seems reasonable to estimate
that there well may x considerably more than 10,000 high school psy-
chology teachers in 1974.

Data from recent state surveys are typical of the many studies that
have been undertaken. John Hampton (1973) reported that question-
naires were sent to 478 schools in Oklahoma; 209 (43' ? ) returned them,
yielding 112 high schools identified as currently having a psychology
program, ,..

The larger the school. the more likely it is that it will have a psychology program. as
10O', of t he st hook w it h Inure than 1.000 student s. 76' ; of the schools with between 400 and
1.000 students. and 54' of the schools with less than 400 students have such course's.

Nloremer . . . most st hook 87', ) have only one teacher involved in tei(thing psychol-
ogy. -In general these teachers tbensed on psychology an an approach to life ( 83'; ) as opposed
to psychology as a st Wiwi. ! 17' ' ;. Most teachers of psychology had some onderantduate
education in psyt hologv more than 90' i: however. less than halfof t hem had any graduate
preparation in psychology. I lampton. 1973. p. 5

Thornton and Williams ( 1971) summarize some slightly older.data
from Florida, as follows:

. Presently enrolled .Iii high school psychology course's in Florida are 400 tenth-grade
students representing ' t 011' of the total numberof students enrolled in the tenth grade in
Florida ,. 1.800 epee enth-grade students. representing 1 ' 2. , of the total number of students
enrolled in the (le% ent h grade in Florida hand 14.000 twelfth-grade students ( representinfi,
I 5' , ()Idle total number of students enrolled in the twelfth grade in Florida). ( p. 1040)
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They then cqmpare
.-----.-

tht growth Jr two oilier -New Social Studies- in Florida's nigh schools with that of the
growth of psychology... . Presently enrolled in high ...dux)! .oiology courses in Florida are
208 tenthgrade students ) rresntmg i , of I' atilt) total number of students enrolled in
the tent h grad in 1 lond.i 1.0' lo e% rink grade students . represent mg .h,, of 1 , oldie total
number of students enrolied in the eleent grade in Florida, and 10.000 twelfth-grad
students , Rmwining 12' ' of the total number of students et milled in the twelfth-grade in
Florida st'hools,. , p: 1040,

As for a separate course in political science. it is not offered in the tenth
grade in Florida, and only 350 one third of 1'; )eleNfenth graders and 306
(one third of 1'; ) twelfth graders were enrolled in such a course.at the
time. .

Of course. it must he recognized that these figur-s were obtained just
before major new curriculum packages beame available in sociology and
political science; the picture may be different now. Making such cross-
discipline comparisons is difficult, especially given the likelihood pf diffe-
rent definitions of what constitutes a-psychology" and "sociology" course
in different states. However. Gertler and Barker ( 1972). summarizing the
results of a national survey and comparing enrollment by disciplines in
1960-61 and 1970-71. report that enrollment in sociology-jumped f Jam .
2.5 to 4.3'; of the total national enrollment while enrollment in psy ol-
ogy jumped from 1.2 to 2.S' ? . indicating a filster rate of growth in psy °l-
ogy enrollments over the decade. The relative popularity of precollege
psychology has been documented in a- variety of other states including
South Carolina. where statewide enrollment figures have shown psychol-
ogy to be the most popular elective social studies course offered at the high
school level in 1971. 1972. and 1973 ( Kasschau & Michael. 1973).

Thornton and Williams (1971) end their article with the following
(iniments, the last two sentences of which still stand in spite of our
qualifications:

Uhf iously. these 'New Social Studio offerings have not proven to he nearly as
popular and pervasive as high shoid psychology. . . . It is imperative that we have proles-
%am:illy tramed teachers in psychology if students'are to achiev maximum benefits from
this area of the high school curriculum. Psychology is too important a field of study to be
taught by unqualified and uncertified teahe:rs. ( p. 1040) .

In the context of the figures just cited, the question raised by many
about why psychology should even he included-in precollege curricula is.
rendered functionally moot. The more appropriateconcern should be how
best to offer the course. It is this latter concern that serves 'as our focal
point.
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Philosophy
Accompanying the growth in psychology course enrollments in high

schools ( and in colleges) has been a debate concerning course contentInd
the most effective, techniciues to be used in communicating that content.
It is a debate bakd in the discipline itself: reflecting a clash between two
fundamentally different philosophies. .

What should be the goal of precollege psychology, courses? The dis-
agreement over goals is reflected in the followhig:
What and how to teach psychology brought the group into sharp disagreement. Two oppog-
mg sides were immediately established. One proposed that a) all textbooks on the high
school level be eliminated and b) that we encourage open dialogue in the effort to gel at self
knowledgi. as well as .it the personal and social Firoblems of each student. The other side
proposed that we transmit a body of scientific. knowledge. (Merrifield & Shoeppe. 1969. p.
:391

In general. liowe% cr. there exisis relative consistency of views that high school courses
should be personal-social adjustment oriented rather thati presented as an empirical sci-
ene. r Noland. 1967. pp. 119: IS1
An understanding of social proces;.es gained by using analytical tools correctly will develop
children's problem-solving ability. a quality which is a necessary prerequisite of good citi-
tenship.in a tree society.... We have taken the approach of using the individual structures
of the disciplines as a basis fOr the social science curriculum from grade one through grade
twelve. ( Senesh. pp 126, 127. quoted in Morrissett & Stevens. 1971)

Such disagreement is healthy, but .an understanding-of the central
issue is critical to any decision abOut curriculum, teachingmethods, and.
course goals. Providing a balanced overview of psychology as a scientific
discipline, helping students see the relevance of psychological knowledge
to -their own lives and assisting students iri articulating their own feelings
and patterns'of social interactio -are alfpatentially legitimate goals and,
JA; bile somewhat interrelated, also clearly distinct from each other.

THE CONTEXT

Let us begin by concentrating on the nature of the student population
at issue. Recently. the eommissionerof High Education in South Carolina
(J. A. Morris. personal bnimunication, November 1972) developed some
interesting statistics concerning the various points at which students exit
from the system of.public education. Talking specifically about South
Carolina. but using statistics that are presumably generalizable, he noted
that of 100 students entering the first griide only 50 remain to graduate
from high school. Of those who graduate, approximately one third (16 or

13
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so) go on to some form of itch. anted education. but of that number Only
about half choose a college or uni%ersity education. In other words. eight
of every 100 youngsters entering elementary school reach a college or
unit erStt.V. Althougti the absolute numbers may well %ary from state to
state. there :re at least two points to be noted.

First. constantly improving educational techniques (new curricula.
audiovisual technology. etc. ). the increasing emphasis that our sot
places on the high school diploma. and the many changes being wrought

busing and desegregation have introduced within the system of public
education what klingelhofer ( 197:21 calls "The New Student.- This stu-
dent is somtimes.condscendingly described as disadvantagedcultur-
ally different. or high risk. but is typified by blacks. Indians. Puerto
Ricans. Mexican-Amricans. and the like. In other words. the diversity
and complexity of the consumers of public education are increasing. It
can he argued that as student diversity-increases. the means of meeting
students' needs should likewise increasingly diversify.

Second, the complexity and diversity of students' goals make it neces-
sary to ask how p,,%chology is to meet these and socety's too. The number
of potential goals is great indeed: a good job, knowledge of the discipline.
au iinproxed life. good ititenship. self- understanding, "how to win
friends and influence people.- and so on. But from a practical point of
% kw. Studentti in P..ychology courses in elementary and secondary
schools can be die ided into two categories: those who will and those who
w ill no ultimately go on to college. There is a substantial issue here as to
whethec those w are likely to ha% e additional exposure to normal in-
struction in psychology at a later time in their life should he treated any
differently in a precollege psychology course than those who are not
Easschau. Pf7.11,

Undergraduate institutions. too. have been grappling for some time
with the problems of how to deal w ith student demands. and numerous
solutions to the problems have been developed. These include advanced
placement examinations and challenge systems. courses for majors and
noninalors. and approaches to introdlictory psychology almost as broad as
the number of institutions themselves.

(.r.111.11,..., 11.0 uotntioun. art. (dtep mvoaciva ompprupoaty lo muivil4r.tdilatt
I tarn Ilium u1 pso., And indmi urn( Ilium tNt hist% oititd unvard graduate
1.1.,rk %%wild 11111 ilitct tllc 111 1'11. tiln.t ..tudynt. ul p..%( 114)1w.o, 1 utio.c. hulik. p 20:21

tXcillsk e orientation of high school psychology courses to
ollet.te-prepa'ratory students mild clearly not meet the needs of many

students etirolled
File die i'll+itN of student goals and future educational opportunities

and the diversity of options a% ailable in higher education justify the
position that psychology courses in the high school should proceed inde-
pendently of College-leN den lands. substantial majority of precollege
psychology -allclIts ill have no further fbrinal exposure to psychology.
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This fact argues 'Or a concentration on more pragmatic aspects of the
discipline, emphasizing its applicationsand the limits of such applica-
tions. But e% en so general a &mai as this would appear somewhat over,
simplified and not totally self-evident. It is also not immediately obvious
what kind of course design would hieve this objective.

With these .overal perspectives in mind (student diversity, the variety
of needs, the ni:ohability that many high school 'psychology courses are
likely to be the last institutionalized contact between the discipline and
the .student ), let us ti cinsider possible goals for precollege psychology.
course!:.

60.11.ti

Walker and N1t1:eachie ( 1967), in a useful book concerning the issues
and techniques of. tea( him.; the_college-level introducthry course in
psychology, discuss a series of goals that apply equally well to the precol-
lege level. The mention (4). 13) the following goals: communicate ele-
mentary concepts: communicate facts: introduce the student to the full
range of subject matter: integrate course' material: communicate Usk
attitudes of the discipline: commu6icate the intrinsic interest of the sub-_
jeCt matter: present the newest divelopments in the field: j. eovide indi-
v idual guidance and monitoring; develop selected intellectual skills: pro-
vide a suitable identification model for the student.

. high school teaher.with a slightly different, more directly prag-
matic. interest desires that her students:
kn%t the both td-psvt holognal khowledge, recognize the names' of those- who have contrib-
utd to it. be keptn al. demand eaknce fin' the statements about behavior. find flaws in
%nth statements.. he au are of the tentatiwness Of scientific findings. and be' able to read
( 'mead% aim b.. atkeut list( hology. Miller. 1972. p. 83

Such ideas are consistent with one set of goals for the high school
psychology course. the discipline - centered, "natural science" approach.

However. school psychologists, for .xample. tend to support another
set 01 goals for such a coursegoals i ore copcerned with personal ad-
justment and development. AI least 59 ; of a sample of these profession-
als endursed each of the falowing ( Noland. 1967. p. 180) as appropriate
objectives fin:441th a course: c.a) should result in better knowledge, under-
standing. and acceptance of selon the part of the student: (b) the limita-
tions as well as the sound uses of psychology in the resolution of personal-
social problems should be stressed: ( c ) problems of personal adjustment
sin nild be stressed so that the pupil will.better understand himself, now and
in the future: f (.1) should emphasize family relationships and adjustment:
e) should provide assistance in handling emerging problems of boy-girl

relationships: ( ft should emphisite the values and limitations of emo-
Jional experiences: ( to should present sound psychological materials and
principles but with major emphasis on those topics which are most practi-
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cal and enjoyable: h i should emphasize personalit% and character forma-
i ) should help prepare students for future single or married roles:;ti )

should be of practical % due to tile school dropout: and ( k' :I major objec-
tive should be pro% ision ho sound educational and occupational plalmincl
and guidance.

There is. clearly. a fundamental differenceindeed. almost an in-
compatibilitybetween these two sets of goals. For sonic educators. the
primary aim is to convey the facts and methods of the discipline:. foi'
others. the discipline in service of the self. both internally and socially,
should be the focus. Some prefer "process.- and others. "content.- This
basic disagreement makes it impossible to specify a single universally-c
acceptable set of goals for precollege psychology instruction. Yet the
teacher cannot ax old coining to grips with this question: upon the resolu-
tion of it depend not only the broad outlines of the course but :iisq the
details of da.-tollay class assignments and interactions. As 11'alkerand
McKciirlue ))67 put it. "What is really important is that the instreA6tor
formulate a set of kik or object i% es he wishes to meet- p. 1 1 ). After such
objectives ha% c been .spk died. and (oily alter the have !web specified. 6r

does it make sense to begin to designi he course. 4'

1Stil 'FS

[he 1973 kasschau and Nlichael sure ey of high school pschology
teachers irt'South Carolina included a question regarding the -slant- Or
emphasis of the local ps%chology 01 the 84 teachers _identifying a
single slant. 42', indicated they taught their curse as a "behavioral
science.- 27', indicated "personal adjustment.- 18', indicated "social
science.- and the remaining 13', had a variety of not cleearly identifiable
orientations. Another teachers 0 for a total of 113 of 226 potential e-
spondents) indicated inure than one slant or emphasis for their course.
Interestingly. 96' of all respondents indicated that psychology is con-
tained within the social science or social studies department of their
school. and the remaining I' , represented teauhers of only one psycHology
course wbose primary department was not in sciences at all. Nut a single
teacher indicated he or she reported to a physical or natural science
department.

The social se lent e natural science issue that college-level psy-
chologists debate is. then. apparently not a source of contention in the
high school. Mall'Y exPlituaiions suggest themsek es, but prime among
them is that teachers who are asked to teach psychology courses in high
school usually ha% e only minimal backgrounds in psychology. Further. in
all likelihood. the psychology courses that they have taken ha. v nut em-
Ohasized the natural science aspects of the field. Laboratory equipment is
not widely a% ailable for high school psychology courses..
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At the level of "who reports to what agNirtin'ent;" the social
science-natural science issue may seem to be easily resolved. Bin not so
on a more philosophical level. The issue is firmly drawn in the first quota-
tion in this section. selected from thee report of a 1969 "Psychology for
Yowl) Conference for High School Teachers ofPsychology." At oneoint
during the two-day conference the participants were subdivided into three
small discussion groups. Group A reported:

A discussion of teaching methods produced a definitely skewed distribution: most
fa% tared .1 nondinctif e. litn.mistic. experiential approach. but a preference was also ex-
pressed fin. Itehavuoristie administration with the teacher implementing the Skinnerian
model b shaping the reactions of class inembrs. (Nlerrifield & Sehoeppe. 1969, p. 37)

Croup B reported:
thy- most important discussion. and that which took a glx'at deal of the time of Or

group. ff a regarding the content of the course. .A dichotomy anises htweeir
A an .0 .nlemn top con/e content, including a structured course, lecture type lip- --

proat II. 11%11134 .1 teXtbook.and
b. a d% flaunt interprsotial, experience type course. designed to help the student

ad 0151. understand and cope With the environment -- whatever that may encompass.

- there ff as di...n.0.1191 tent is to whether some basic principle. should be taught.and how they
sliould he taught -Merrifield & Se hoeppe. 1969.. p. :37)

(10)111) C reported:
what .ind b,,%, to, t h psychology brought the group into sharp disagreement. Twti

school level be el imitiatel and b that we eticourage open dialogue in the effort to get at self
opposing sides were ten latel established. One proposed that a ) all textbooks on the' high

.. -4.11(mledite. as well as'af the personal and social pmblems of each student. The other side
proposed that «e transmit a bud% of scientific knowledge. (Merrifield & Schoeppe 1969. p.
iti .

In a very real sense all other issues are merely variations on this
theme, cogently summarized by Bare (1971 ):

Shall w h.tt is taoght be knowledge of self or knowledge of ot hers. principles or applica-
'mans to personal and so( ial problem.. pre( ision or significance, hard or soft? Viewink the
issue as knowledge of %dim. knowledge of other., one sees a problem unique to psychology:
the subject matter is both Objective and 411hived% e, and the explanations for phenomena
:nava tee satisfying not (oily scientifically but experientially. Psychology has been trying to
bridge these poles situ e inception The study of coosecousness was the study of' me with
the hope of understanding you: the study of beim% for is the study of you with the hope of
understanding inc pp i mad Cc,

The issue is an omnipresent one in both the history of psychology and
in many contemporary meetings of teachers and researchers of' things
psychological. It is a debate that has many features and will doubtless
never be fully resolved to everyone's satisfaction. In addition to being a
debate between fundamvntally different outlooks, between two alterna-
tive approaches to the discipline of psychology, between search and re-
search, it is atso a confrontation on two levels: It is on the one hand a
debate of theorists. matching a Skinner or a Bruner against a Kohlberg or
a Maslow, and on the other hand, an argument ampng practitioners,
matching "personal adjusters" against the "guardianslof the discipline."
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It is theory at abstract level and teaching technique at the pragmatic
level. With these points in mind, let us address the issue by considering
two major approaches that have been taken to teaching psychology at the
precollege levela personal-de% elopment orientation and a focus on the
teaching of psychology as an academic discipline. Following discussion -of
these two approaches, the authors will propose a synthesis combining
some of the best features of the more common views of the two.

PERSONAL DEVE LOPII FAT

If toe Itat e a disciissionJuni.
it ill tt e know it ice get the
right ansa r.' --Anonymous

Why. A justification for .the experiential, personal-development ap-
proach to_ps%.chologV education is presented by Combs (1967) in a paper
entitled -Humanizing Education: The Person in the Process." Combs
Expresses the view that Americanueducators have become too enamored
of the power of infOrmation, too enamored of facts, not enough concerned
with.students' abilities to use those facts to enhance their own lives-and
not enough &mcerned with the students' feelings rather than their intel-
lects. The student in the traditional school may get the impression that
details are what is important; such an impression is apt t.) be fostered by
multiple-choice-or fill-in7the-blank examinations. Tests tend to be geared
to what students do not know, probing for ever more specific facts, de-
signed to produce a normal curve of grades. Combs decries the emphasis

v on machine-like memorization, writing that
. Our or the thing, we' Americaft3. have learned to do better than anyone else in the world

to St the good life by kiting the machines do what they do so well. thus setting us free to
move in our own unique directions. In time we shall lartEhow to use ournew hardware:and 1
believe the. machine. t%iII then increase our hunnuThnn. Iieanwhile. we ought not to oM.
pew with the computers or mike computers out olstudents. What is needed is to strei:;0 the
qualities that make us unique. our humanity. ( 1967. p. 2)

Combs is expressing a more -widely shared concern that education is
aimed too much at fostering cognitive development and is neglecting,
ignoring, or sacrificing affective development. The concern is sometimes
phrased as -leaving the person out of the process." What the proponents of
such arguments would like to substitute by way of specific goals is typi-
cally somewhat vague and therefote hard to dey'elop since emphasis on
process rather than content tends to be viewed as an end in itself'. How-
ever, justifications for such aims usually cite one or more of the following
kinds of goals:

1. 'Jo teach growing children about their development in the context
of their environment" (Roen, 1967, p. 203). Specifically, elementary
school children should be taught basic social interpersonal skills, which
are at least as useful as language and math.
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To direct education toward the examination and understanding of
groWth experiences. Children, as they mature through adolescence into
adulthood. are experiencing physical, emotional, and social changes at a
rate not clearly related to their emerging ability to understand those
changes. Edu Cation is the vehicle for diminishing the gap between ex-
perienced change and the ability to understand it.

3. 4o teach the-social skills necessary to retain and perform a job. As
students leave high school, whether by socially sanctioned graduation or
by early withdrawal. many are faced with the prospect of assuming're-

'sponsibility for supporting themselves. Education concerning the com-
plex deman.7i of the adult world, especially in the realm of interperSonal
relations. should properly be the tbcus of psychology.

4. To facilitate the understanding of personal experiences and needs
and de clop a more serious appreciation of how to promote effective
interpersonal interactions.

Collecti% ely these goals provide justificiiiion for a person-oriented,
experiential psychological education that emphasizes mental hygiene.
personal growth, and self-understanding. In essence, the primary focus of
this kind of education is the internal. subjective feelings and experiences
(tithe student. The technique may vary, but to use Bare's ( 1971 ) language,
it is essentially the study of me in an attempt to understand me (and
maybe von ).

Theory and technique. What arc the theoretical underpinnings of this
approach? The theories to be reviewed here, and in parallel discussions
following. have in common a more or less specifkl applicability to the
de% eloping human from birth to adulthood. Any educator might read
these discussions and feel comfortable that his or her students are being
described. To that extent there is nothing in what Hollows that is Of unique
interest to teachers of psychology. Yet. when couched in terms of students'
personal adjustment and hopes of improving it, these discussions take on
special significane for teachers of psychology who endorse personal ad-
(1St !bent as the appropriate focus t'or precollege psychology. The theories

yield a rationale for providing students with specific types of experiences
depending on their developmental state and degree of wisdom.

It should be noted here. in anticipation of an issue equally applicable
to this as to subsequent discussions on theory and techniques, that it is .

oubtful that conscious theoretical considerations underlie many of the
apps .tches to teaching psychology discussed in this document. Certainly
such tfi(ories do not undergird any one approach to the exclusion of
alternate- approaches nor are they offered solely as support of the approach
being discussed. It is perhaps better to view the theories discussed in these
se doll~ as a inzitter ot.prefcre.nct!.._not-manda-te:

Mt 111.11 accts Of th,.. personal-adjustment tbrm of psychological
educati6n can be traced-baek-tuthe writings of Freud and even earlier, the
prim ary theoretical posit ions support oral- effarts-are-d-rtoxn-from-for-----

r
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mulations of the past 30 years. Among the theories that have been cited in
support of this approach are ones that concern themselves with cognitive,
moral, and social development.

Jean Piaget's theory of cognitive development has been a dominant
factor for several decades. Piaget's is a theory that postulates that people
progress through four uniquely identifiable stages in cognitive ability as
they mature into adulthood (Inhelder & Piaget, 1958; Piaget, 1952).

Because Piaget's is a stage. theory tied to the highly variable and
interwoven processes of development, it emphasizes sequence, not the
absolute time, of occurrence. The main thesis is that the developmental
processes and the abilities that accompany them occur in some specifi-
able order. However, there is tentative evidence (e.g., Bryant & Trabasso,
1971) that Piagetian theorists may be in error with regard both to the age
at which and even the order in which cognitive events occur. Whatever
the eventual fate of this theory.-it alerts curriculum developers to the need
for specific training proceduresprocedures that take student cognitive
capabilities into account to achieve intended effects.

Lawrence Kohlberg's (1969) is also a theory of stages. but of stages in
moral or ethical development rather than general cognitive processes.
While the stages are notso tightly linked to specific chronological age as in
Piaget's case. the assumption is that development of moral perspective
proceeds through'as many as six stages during thecourse of a person's life
(although some of the latter stages may never be achieved by a mature
adult).

Another significant approach is Erik Erikson's (1950) psychosocial
theory of development, which closely parallels the first four of he five
stages in personality ,development postulated by Freud. Erikson, how-
ever. modifies Freud's theory by expanding the finar phase of develop-

. ment into four additional stages covering puberty and adolOscence, young
adulthood, adulthood, and maturity. Each of these stages is accompanied
by 4-1 crisis. but as each crisis is adequately handled, th, personality ac-
quires Another fundamental characteristic. For the adoyescent the crisis
is identity versus role confusion: resolution of that crisis/as the individual
moves into young adulthood determines whether an adequate identity
will develop.

Abraham Maslow and Carl Rogers are two other humanistically
oriented theorists hase views have received widespread recent attenT
tion. Both analyze and advocate the idea of wlf-act rializat ion . the mak-
ing actual of human potentials and possibilities for authentic selfhood, for
productive. creative endeavor: and for effective, sincere, positive human
interactionpotentials and possibilities that all too few people manage to
realize. While. neither Maslow's nor Rogers' theories have as yet 'been
stated unequivocally enough to lead to concrete educational practices,
many people have been inspired by their writings to strive for educational
goals consistent with the maximum realization of human potential. Such
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high ideals are at least implicit in the thinking of those who advocate
humanistic goals for precollege psychology.

From the abstraction of theory to the pragmatics of education is a
rather substantial step. Let us consider specifically the high school senior,
the student most likely to be enrolled in a psychology course at the second-
ary level. The lessons drawn here .m4 generalize in process, but perhaps
less so in content, to elementary or junior high school students. According
to Piaget, a 16-year-old is capable of abstract consideration of the present
and the future and of beliefs and values without egocentricity, a capacity
that his or her preadolescent sibling does not have. In Kohlberg's (1969)
system, this 16-year-old is fully capable of functioning and reasoning in
terms of society's needs rather than solely his or her own needs. According
to Erikson. this same 16-year-old is facing the crisis of identity formation:
and for Maslow and Rogers, self-actualization is the major objective of
"sweet sixteen." From an educator'speripective this stage must, then, be
viewed as one potentially very rich in opportunity.

The approach to psychological education espoused by Mosher and
Sprinthall ( 1970) is formulated in terms of this opportunity. It is an at-
tempt to take advantage of .1 critical developniental stage to provide
personally meaningful experiences in the affective as well as the purely
cognitive domain, with the expectation of fostering optimal personal de-
velopment (cf. Sprinthall, 1971). Climbs (1q67) has noted that
Pslicholosocally. emotion is understood as an indicator of personal involvement. Things
which lito,c no personal meaning amuse no emotion. Things I care about I get emotional
afxna.. . Emotion is a question of personal involvenient, an indicator of the degree to which
ideas are likely to affect behavior, (II, I )

Related to this, Sprinthall ( 1971) comments on the effective utilization of
emotions in educational processes:
As Jones 1%8 ,correct v noted, uncontrollable feelings and emotions can obstruct learning.
But Jones is not ad% ocat ing uncontrolled emotion as personal c psychological ) education: he

is suggest ing %ei-. pointedly that children learn alxan their emotions i n order to control them.
Instead of answering the expression of ematioa in school kith silence, thus teaching the
child to keep things to himself. Jones comments that emotion and feeling have a legitimate
place in school particialarl. because -A child cannot , . . learn to share and use what he has

nut leartIt'd too ontra'.
Et ell if we tan .accept the idea that emotion has a place in sclmol. the essential educational
problem feillaiti% it is . . diffic ult to specify affecth e personal objectives. ( p. 375)

1 he way in which this kind of theory is converted into actual educa-
tional curriculum is detailed in Mosher and Sprinthall's (1971) descrip-
tion of their well-developed high school psychology program. (See pp.
13-27 of their work fOr a fuller description. )

Other contributions"' that illustrate various approaches to psycho-
logical education '.with an emphasis on the improvement of mental health
are the works of Roen and of Long in the elementary school and of Belenky

t in the high school. For a number of years, Roen has been advocating the
teaching of behavioral sciences in elementary grades. He cites a number
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of benefits accruing from such efforts: most central of which is a broad
social benefit:

rom thup.mt 01-%IoN% otwknt.d h,.4101.4nd.., tat %%.uhithe,. pith that kno%. ludo %yin have
tvvt m11,4,11,1.0, tit, .,,,olliptwo that .0...tio,,14 ploary prtnoott t Att I t ) pened

Ul the 4 Less/41111 ettltil.; (HI the irtei (It ceOutiarN p'%entIoti. It eau he argued that
ognItii.e fuldeliti cperictu rd hv 4110(114Ln C.in Iutittetlee their estdUtiu11.
1()F)7. p 2.041

Far beyoud ad% ()cat ing. Long 1971. 1971-72) has been implement-.

ing a behavioral science curriculum aCtheelementary level for several
years. getting children Observe each ()frier and themselves. to talk freely.
and openly about their feelings. and to engage in_eXperiments and simula-
tion games that provide theM with additional perspectives on human
behavior and interpersonal interatlion. Long is cons-incefl that the in-
sights and positive self-regard thht presumably result from such experi-
ences can ser% e is a useful agent. for primary prevention of mental dis-
t urban( e and kr the enhancement of mental health.

Nloshr and Sprint hall. Roen. and Long provide reasoned support for
the int roduct ion of mental health and self-awareness concepts into public
education at both the elenientary and the secondary level. Belenk!.. (1966)
further ii(IVOtatt'e such an approach. lie argues that secondary school
counselors.%% ho deal %%ith students' personal problems are self-limited in
that role: their techniques are entirely verbal. and.they refuse to recognize
the effect the% do ha% e on their students. Belenky goeson to suggest that
such counselors could increase their effectiveness if they wduld acknowl-
edge their impact and more openly he willing to teach psychology courses.

The proposal is.not a new one Jersild and lielfant (19530 advocated a
concept similar in impact. if not specific details, more than a decade
earlier.. and more recently Pietrofesa t 1968. 1969) and Rappaport and
Sorensen.. 197; hat offered similar arguments. All of these profession-.
als want to use psychology in precollege curricula to facilitate personal
adjustment and improve mental health.

.11 alhoeittes say. Ad% ocacy of teaching psychology to encourage
stud(nts personal de% elopment is strong, hut so far this approach is only
minimally supported b), data. Spinthall t 1971) has noted the difficulty of
specifying in fec tree personal objectives, and with that is inherited the
problem of impartial assessment. Nevertheless, supporters include
teitchers, students.. and a broader gnaw of prokssionals. Teachers en-
dose -ps%t holotical vdtuation- for several reasons: (*a) it offers a vehicle
thr teaching tlw principles of psychology %%hile simultaneously lbstering
the personal de% e lopment of students: )h) it decreases thy perceived gap

t% t he ahsti actions of an academic discipline and the real-life prop -
leers of maturing pre adolescents: and tc it typically encourages stu-
dent in% ol% einem in role playing. in discussion. and in counseling situa-
tions %vith Him% students. all focused on their personal development,
and, in so doing, it is seemingly quite effective in maintaining student
interest in the subject.
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. Students favor teaching psychology to. foster per;onal adjust-
mentidevelopment for similar reasons: (a it iiddi'ess46.1topics of im,-*
mediate relevance to students. ranging from maturation-rclate& prob-
lems to communication %vith peers and parent-CliiId relations. all set in a
context of the students' evolving personal de% elopment Ll it is interest-
ing and offers students the opportunity to view their peers in typically
more relaxed. informal settings than are usualb Iimnd in' a school class-
room: andlc I it often creates opportunities for students to engage in peer
and cross-age teaching. the latter being an activity of :special interest. In
sum. from this students' perspect e. -psychological od tic at ion" address"
a topic of direct and personal concern. frequently offering a variety of
teaching exercises that are highly effective in maintaining interest.

'pie broader gnat) of professionals who advocate this approach to the
teaching of psychology, although difficult to identify. includes sclipol
psychologists. quick:ince 'counselors, and some clinically oriented psy-
chologists. Professionally, this gram) benefits in a variety of ways from
"psychological education." It offers a means for detecting some of the
students experiencing personal adjustment and or developmental prob-
lems who should he referred to a school or clinical psychologist for more

ifOrinalized counseling andor therapy. The technique increases student
appreciation for the services offered by clinical and school psychologists
thiough the school's administrative facilities. n addition; from the per-
spective of pre.% vial% e therapy. teaching psychology in this manner en-
dea% ors to offer the benefit of facilitat big personal development.

A lengthy statemeut-endorsing the use of "psychological-education".
was shaped under the guest editorship of Ivey and Alschuler in the May
1973 issue ofthe Pr 1.1 e a ml ( ;iiidunce () o Groninnt4 inlit'lus into.
sections addressing conceptual models. techniques. programmatic ap-
proachesxdnd Social applications more or less tangentially whited. the
issue lovuses on the tole of the counselor in "pseholou,icid education":
howe.v.er, broader philosophical and educational issues are also ad-
dressed.

'the critics reply. The critics of tile personai-deve1opimmt, mental-
health-oriented approach to psychological ethic alio!' raise a !lumber of
,issues, many of which. parifdoxically, help to explain its c urrent popular-
ity. Floss 1972) offers a particularly cogent :analysis by conjecturing that.
if asked to.characteriie contemporary psychology. a randomly selected
member of the general public would likely say that it is concerned primar-
ily with the mind. niental illness, Freud. and F.SP. among other things.
Secondary schoobitudents as well as-teachers with little or no background
in psychology may %yell hold the same beliefs. Two circumstances support
the maintenance of those belief's by teaclicrs, according to Koss. First, the
high school psychology teacher is isolated from the subject-matter
specialists in colleges and universities. Second. it is a rare teacher who
teaches only psychology. and even more rare is the one who has a col-
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league teaching ps.t in the smile schol.. Illus. unlike the college
course taught by trained prOfesSiollat to large, standardited, impersonal
Classes, the ps% chologv course of the isolated local high school teacher is
typical!. a small, itonstandardited. personal class in tt Melt student opin-
ion. as miiitioned earlier, carries marked!. greater impact. The result
ma. be a twerticial concern for -rule. ;ince- and personal adjustment
with little Or no support for adiscipline-oriented, let alone a discipline-
based. psyt hologv course..

The primary dangers the see coining from more humanistic,
informal approaches to the discipline are the use oi. social science jargon
and loose formulations w ithout doing justice to the rigor of the discipline.
They stress that adequate, successful use of huh% idual growth-oriented
psychological education looks easy but requires e.. en harder work in prep-
ar-i,t ion and st than a 'wire solidly disci plinebased course.

Critics also poi lit to the problem 0.1 potential coltleonflict between the
school psychologist and the school teacher otpsNi..lioltigy. Williams( 197)
..lpecifically en( (irages such roleconflit. lie suggests that any teacher or
st hoot staff inunilier (mild ttt as a «ntsultant. that is. one who 'trio's to
help the consultee utilize his own resources to deal effectively with what-

el problt ins «alfront him.' t p. 1(i). lielenky ( 19(i6). too. leans in this
_directioa. Ile recominnds that school counselors actively attempt to Who!:
psyc 11(0,01gy course's as a Means fOr C11,1111;1111; behavior and increasing the
self.understandlog of students. (e.14ics argue that a very fine line is being
dray. II or blurred here beta een the roles and responsibilities of a
teacher and tho.i of a 51 hool ps.chologist.

Another point rwlised by critics was represented in a previously cited
stud. Noland. 197 of the appropriate content objecti% es fer a high
school psy( hology course. In that stud... less than three in 10 school
ps.e hologist and ( ounselors in Ohio would endorse. designing the course
prirnaril. ( ollegbound student or prcsenring a picture. Of Setentith-
psVC Ill dine h the satin. W.(.. that chemistry and, biology, among
others. arc presented. Nloreo% er. %% hen asked to rank-order guidance
counselors. s( trout 11(11mosts. science teachers, and social studies
teachers regarding the tirrelltly bust prepared to /eah psychology.
the s( pool ps.t hologists and t ounselors almost completely ignored the
latter two groups and chose he school psychologist by a two-to-one mar-
gin ( tile II1(1.111( sante grout) (lid endorse more uni-

traming b. department of psychology fa( ult.. tbr prospective
ps.t holog. teat hers. but 9) !ie( tell the ((tiering of an exclusively sci-
entifi( p..( llologt t oors ( the -personal development-
( argue 111.11 stn(lcnts ii; such courses arc being done a dksvie
be( Anse t% are t.itit2.111 misc (inceptions of hat psychology is

dhow
hi substant (., the latter tit 0. issues abut t relate to the appropriateness

of school ps.chologists and guidance counselors a teachers of ptiyell01-
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ogy. Concern is being expressed about their apparently rather strongly
"antiscientitic- bias and about the dangers of mixing profeSsional guid-
ance and counseling problcms with the teaching of psychology in the
~chock. These are. in a sense, criticisms based on defense of the discip-
linarian approach rather than specific opposition to the goais of personal
adjustment and mental health.

Still another criticism directed toward -Psychological education"
concerns the very inadequate data regarding the validity and stability of
the presumed educational goals achieved by this technique. Sprinthall
.'197.1 ). for one. has anticipated this criticism by noting the difficulty of
specifying affective, personal educational objectives. With that difficulty
comes the problem, and hence the concern, regarding impartial assess-
ment. In addition to the difficulty of demonstrating that the experiential
forms of teaching do indeed lead to the desired outcomes, there is also.
linally.t he nagging worry that such techniques, especially in the hands of
teachers who are not .thoroughly trained in orthopqchiatry, clinical
psychology, or psychiatry. may actually produce more psychological harm
than benefit to the students.

PS11.1101.t Hil..S .1 DISCIPLINE

.1 1111s111)1e1 t ((11 Ise t(111(111t
etre( t l«'111 111 s011le 111telle(111c1111/
jimiet 101'111 to (11111 (Hill! (It (11111

1t(1111'
-J. S. 13rtmer

tVity. At the opposite pole from the mental-healthipsychologrcal
growth perspective is the aim of teaching psychology as a legitimate
scientific discipline in its own right. Essentially a return to the discipline
itself, it is tcpified h. NH:eat:hie (1962). McKeahie acknowledges that
psychology contains some knowledge that could facilitate personal de-
clopment and self-understanding ( i.e.. enhance subjective happiness.

pro(luc tivity. and social effectiveness); nevertheless, he makes clear his
feeling that adjustment per se should not he a major goal of psychological
itastrtiction.

Variations on this basic sentiment are the touchstone of those who
advocate the teaching of psychology in terms of its basic principles, con-
cepts. arid terms. rather than the application of psychology in the interests
of personal adjustment and self-understanding. Among the common
.theine, underlying advocacy of the disciplinary approach to education arp
the folloci.ing...

1. Self-understanding is an admirable goal. but the most effective
route to its achievement is through initial understanding of the discipline
in terms of which inc estiga.tion of self can he conducted. The cardinal
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principles of psychology are few enough. and the complexity ofselfis great
enough. that a rationally organized. disciplinary approach is the More
fruitful means to achie% e self-understanding.

Ours is. at heart. a know ledge-based. rational society. Moreover,
the rate of increase in the generation of knowledge is itself increaing. It is
best to start with knowledge itself, not subjective individual experience.
and use that knowledge as the basis for teaching how to process and apply
knowledge. 1 t has been noted.
We art. trainmu. t luldtit fur an aLle which we don't even torese. We are giving- thechildren

%%mil oluoi to os ut the 211t entun . A hundred years ago the idea that
tsar t luldrut) mi a gntration lwail was a platitude. lOday it is a drama. Nu longer can
parrlit, untier,t.Ina thtr t hildrn thev a unit home from modern IllatheilleiticS or
Modrn .6( ie ne 0,44. the htl parents tt ill not understand their Children when
the% talk about the nature of society will soon he' reached. ( Senesh. 19731
The feature's of present society most likely to be present in future society
are the_ basic organizing principles of our disciplines. The facts will
change and are too numerous to he learned, but the underlying assump-
tions. the ou!t hods. the basic theorems and laws organizing.the facts of a
discipline are much more stable (cf. Kuhn. 1970).

3. Psv-uhulogy is still a relatively young discipline. It is concerned
with the study of human (and animal behavior: yet its organizing princi-
ples are few. awl its explanatory laws are limited in scope. It is impossible
to justify an examination of t he detailed. complex processes of selfdirectly
with any hope of other than shallow, superficial explanation. Further-
more. direct ruminations about self. unaided by the body of psychological
knowledge that does exist, are unlikely to be very fruitful.

4. Ultimately. the progress of a science is based on the research of its
artisans. its scientists. With few exceptions. the major revisions of scien-
tific theory acid the signal discoveries are generated in a laboratory-based
Cnyironment rather than in the armchair or the relatively uninformed
discussion group.

These are some of the philosophical statements behind the disci-
plinarians' argument for teaching psychology in terms of the principles,
methods, and generalities of the science, rather than the vagaries of the
sell. At least two other sources of support can be cited for this approach to
education in psychology. based at least partly on the considerations just
listed. but arc,o representing "the spirit of the times."

First, as was mentioned earlier. George Miller ( 1969) in his presiden-
tial address to the American Psychological Association at the close of the
'60%, presented a ta-ranging perspective that listed some of the ills in
contemporary society. noted the broad range of phenomena that
psycholiwists an' currently invesiigating, and lamented the "play-it-
close-to-the-these' attitude of many psychologiststhe unwillingness to
maintain contact with the society that supports so many of their investiga-
tions. Miller asserted that the noblest effbrt of psychologists in the current
era of social turmoil would be to ''give psychology .away;* that is. to

.4
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paid ge and translate it into such a form that it could be used by society.
N -an advocacy of abandoning research...Miner's was rather a plea for
cm unithicat ing the findings of research to the general public: E' precol-
lege courses in psychology. this pleitimplies the presentation ofthe prin-

icipl.S of psychology and their careful. considered application to everyday,
prof lem s.

Second. T. 1.. Engle. unquestionably the dean of high school psychoi:
ogy. cites as One of the prime justifications for teaching psychology in the
secondary schools the increased appreciation for "the ways in which the
genera Imethods of science can be applied.to problems of behaviOr"(1969.
p.ki). Combined with the recent address of Miller. Engles position repre-
sentsa firm source of continuing support for education in psychology from
the disciplinary perspective. And few would deny that the discipline of
psychology does have. a great deal to offer to the understanding of be-
havior. In terms of the analysis offered by Bare (.1971). this represents the
study of you (collectively ) in the interest of understanding you (and me).

Themry and technique, Basically. the disciplinarians argue that psy-
chology has matined sufficiently to he taught in its own right to people
who want tai find out about it. There is no more need for a theoretical
just ific ation fol teaching psychology than there is a need foy a theoretical
justification for teaching-astronomy. or physics, or biology. The modern
citizen should be as well informed about psychology as about other areas
of human knowledge. Unfortunately, the distinction between the per-

- sonal-adjustment educators and the disciplinariansor more broadly the
distinction between those advocating education for knowledge of self and
those advocatimeedneation for knowledge of othersrepresents a 'split
between university -level psychologists and those involved in precollege
-education. Ve have had occasion to raise this point before. It is well
illustrated by the results of a survey reported by Engle ( 1967a), who asked
257-high school teachers of psychology. "W.,tiat is the basic miehtat ion for

.
your course n psychology: considered to lbe part of the Science cur-
riculum. considered to be part' of the Social Studies curriculum?" Of 130
high school teachers. responding. only 14 ( 11', ) indicated the course was
considered part of the science curriculum, while 109 ( 84') ) indicated
social sui(lies..uid. SCVCII. t 5' / ) indicated it was part of the general cur-
riculuni. By (lint ra st. of 40 psychologists in higher education polled. 18 of
the 31 repKing ( 38' , ) believed the course should he part of the science
curriculum. 12 I 39' , ) indicated social studies; and only one (3' : ) would
offer it as a general credit course.

Similarly, when asked to rank order seven objectives for the high
school psychology course. these two groups of people responded as indi-

0 tatted in Table I. The greatest difference of opinion involves the objective
of developing an understanding of and appreciation for the uniqueness of
the individual student and the application of psychological principles to
the solution of personal problems. This was the first priority objective of
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the high school teachers. but only the fourth priority objective of the
psychologists. On the other hand, the objective of developing an apprecia-
tion for psychology as a field of scientific knowledge-- including develop-
ing a fundamental technical vocabulary and familiarity with basic re-
search methods and stimulating curiosity concerning' problems of
behaviorwas ranked first by the psychologists. The teachers, despite
considerable disagreement about the precise rank, nevertheless. typically
ranked it muchlower.

TABLE I Mean Ranks Given Seven Course'Objectives by 13Q High
School Teachers and by 31 Psychologists

Utile( ti%(

High school
teachers PsychologistsI

. SI) SD

Personal problems 2.40 1.46 4.19 1.74
Scientific knowledge 3.39 2.13 2.33 L85
Social relationships 3.50 1.71 4.54 L38
Philosophy Mille 3.64 1.80 4.38 1.67
Learning-study 4.10 1.60 3.70 1.59
Family living 4.73 1.49 5.00 1.58
Vocational 6.20 1.25 5.80 1.53

. . .

Now. Taken truth 1'. L. Engle. Ohlecties tor slikktt matter stressed .in high school
courses ttl psi. t linhItt% Ime- tc,111 1'%11( Indmir,t . 1967.22. p. 163.

In a very real sense, then, the disagreement between the "personal
growth- educators and the disciplinarians may be a split between
college- level and precollege educators. Doubtless these differences in
Priorities reflect adolescent personal-adjustment problems More likely to
he a significant part of a high school psychology student's life than that of
a college age psychology student. They also may reflect the more exten-
sive graduate training of college-level' educators who have a greater per-
sonal and professional imystment in-the discipline of psychology per se.
As previously mentioned. Ross (1972) suggests that psychologists at the
college level consistently advocate education based in the facts and find-
ings of their discipline. the communication of scientific knowledge and
procedure: mose-high school teachers simply do not hate this fund of
information and skills upon which to draw.

For psyciiologists. psychology is the study of human (and animal)
behavior with the ultimate goal of predicting and controling behavior
control not in a negative sense but in a positive one of promoting human
welfare. Among the most stable of psychology's "laws" are those concern-
ing (a ) reinforcement: an organism will tend to repeat responses that
produce a pleasing state of affairs: ( frequency: to remember some-
thing, repeat it often; (c ) novelty: new experiences, if they are not too
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different from what we are used to. are most positively evaluated (Zajone.
1970): and i d) "grandmother's law": a high-frequency event may be used
as a reinftn.cer for a low-frequency event (Preinack, 1965). Many similar
generaliiatins could be used as illustrtions, and many Of them could
actually be used by the 1..nterprising teacher in cilim, aim the efiective-
ness oldie teaching process itself'. That is. laws ofbehavior can be applied
in the clam.room process in teaching psychology and other subjects. Some
of these principles are currently being applied to the teaching of psychol-
og, as well as other subjects, in the folio of behavior modification (e.g.,
Sarason. Glaser. & Fargo. 1972). precision teaching (e.g.. Johnston &
Pennypacker, 1971), contract teaching (e.g.. Johnston, 1972: Poppen &
Thomson. 1971). and the setting of behavioral objectives (e.g.. Mager,
1962).

Let us consider severa l discipline-based orientations to high school
ps...hology. One is provided in a curriculum guide developed by the
Montgomery County (Maryland) Public Schools (1971). Quoting directly
from that report:.
tiny ma. tht !Iasi( pilrpses fn statebitits itistiNilig high .churl courses in

holuo
I It) aid the stildItt ut atadttlie and %atliial choice often by textbook coverage of

the sublet t or bv fannliaritation with the enduring ideas and problems of psychology. c.v...
through links t%itti !aerator:- studies.

2. It) teat It tilt' :hi' 11R l'q-114.1t1%l App0.101 to behavioral observation.
formulation of 11%1)1)0u-se.. scums.; tip experimental %alum ions. gatluiring and anal%zing
data

1. 10 1,1111111411/ hi ps%(-110101.0t.li plifIIpi in a hinan relations or
mental health t mite xt. . emphasis on peer relations. marriage. parenthood. etc. 1p. llf. )

NicKeachie ( 1962) offers a second illustration of the discipline-based
approach. At the cognitive-level, he 'advocates an attempt to develop
curiosity in students regarding the behavior of people. an attempt to
develop strident curiosity about and appreciation for the use of' scientific
methodology in the investigation of human behavior, and presentation of
the social sciences in a manner that will be both stimulating and appeal-
ing to students with the potential to ontritrac to the social sciences. He
avoids suggesting investigation of the "unconscious" behavior of the stu-
dent or his or her fellow students.

Finally, although claiming a generalist's interest in teaching
psychology at preCollege levels, Bare (1971) sounded a cautionary not:::

pre'. minim %%ill be afled here and perhaps olle shoUld be ziCtitlV aOided, for society
need. !loth the print iples. % en if th% are (hi fit ult tot glint by. and the solutions, e% en if thi.v
are temporal-% One t tutu maY be iii order- psct hology demands that hYpotheses he
onfirmd. and some of nian's most ingenious gilesses ut Sulbu have failed this test and

.11.1% had to be dist arded

iiiiVa01.; professed neutrality, Bare then lists 10 topics that "might have
some:. appeal to the high school student": the split brain, sensory
psychophysiology. animal behavior, behavior modification. social-learn-
ing and imitation, love, Piaget, sleep and dreaming. signal detection. and
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self-control. Clearly this is still, at heart. ad iscipl ine-oriented psychologist
speaking.

The advocates say. In support atile discipline-based approach. advo-
cates cite the benefits brought to many areas of practice in real life by
application ofprinciples and met hods developed in the discipline. Particu-

larly, they point trot the usefulness of such applications in teaching. The
effectiveness of using the principles of psychology in teaching- is sup-

* ported in innumerable ways. For instant*. the value of reinforcement in
encouraging children to learn and retain a set of information or proce-
dures has been too frequently documented to require substantiation" hem..
The use of perfOrmape contracting, in which the tehcher and student
specify that work will he required to achieve each of several grades rang-
ing from A to Incomplete or F. has been repeatedly demonstrated to yield
better performance in a variety of learning environments than. less well-
structured. and thereby more ambiguous, environments (e.g.; Johnston.
1972). With the use of contract teaching. differences in student interests
and motivations can be accommodated without adversely affecting the

'amount of material learned.
Advocates also argue that there is substantial benefit to a future

4, citizenry informed about the actual nature and methods ofpsychology and
thereby able to apply psychological principles to the solution Of indiVidual
and societal problems. Not only can these principles be fruitfully applied
to problem-solving in such practical fields as teaching. but also, such
preparation may make students less gullible to the claims of astrologers.
advertisers. and quacks. among others. .,

Finally, advocates argue that the single most valuable piece of infor-
mation a student can learn is that behavior is lawful and therefore gener-
ally predictable. This is best taught through the disiptMe-oriented ap-
proach.

The critics reply. Mosher and Sprinthall ( 1970) embarked on their
deliberate psychological education at least partly becaeise of student dis-
enchantmeot with the concepts traditi many presented and discussed in
high school psychology courses. Cole (1960) found in a survey that college
students typically felt that their high school psychology courses bad not
prepared them for college study of psychology as well as chemistry or

- phymcs courses in high school had prepared theinjor further study of
these fields in collg,c. klingelhofer (1972.* p. 10 decries the -highly Yen
bal, highly conceptual, abstract.'and traditional" nature of introduory
level psychology as it is ypically offered. To the extent it has focused on
the discipline. psychology has not. apparently. been very well reeiVed by
the students.

On a different thetne.Sombs-( 1967) states: f .4-11Th, probi,n, of Is/roolti. ipodcrn p.s.sa holoLlisa% tell iv., .ilw.o.% los oh v.. two .t.pcuts. ',Airy
ths. pro t...tirm tit avvo, Haut-tumults sir sxpvrivriev: the. other has. tp do with thi; iodii.iiti,d'
personal di.e so rt.\ of OW fliralijily4 Ot HitOMariOn FOR ill AL I he pro% 1%1011 a iniinThillf
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can hi controlled In an outsider with or without the cooperationane learner. li can even be
'done. when neessart ht fflecliattial means which do not requite a person at all. The
disc (Ayr. howetr. i. a quite different matter. This only takes place in people

minor Ut c ui %t Ithuut tiW ptrMIIIS in the process. This is the human side
of 'warmth', Now- edliiition has done ery well w nh the First of these dimensions. to lack. we
are almost t:xclusi% el% preoccupied with it. Wheniever we think about what to do about
teach' n it and learim i. we usually conclude that what is needetis more information. So we
WI on hire% er :ulch tat things. more subjects.. . . more science. This list is practically endless.
Yet t he dropout %Anil tc hunt we are all (juirned is not the prodra of a system which tailed to
pro% nit him intOrmatio. l'he dropout was told. The trouble is. he never diwoveted what it
.11) man/. our failures an almost He4r failures of information. Rather. they are human
problems. breakdow ns of e'rsoval meanies;. p.

The essence of Combs' final objection is that knowledge without under-
standing is essentially kriowledge without skill. Regardless of the number
of facts, without involvement of the individual, all is lost.

syvntEsis
Onr rspnoiti, is fro;

II Me the rolepfe t hrrt, ((n(l fret
to apply syclialotly onrseles
thus to qi te it away to the people
who wally Heed it. (1: A. Miller \

Why. By now some moderate discomfort may have been generated by
sour raising and dismissing issues with a murmured "voila'" and a wave of
the pen-filled hand. It must be confessed we have somewhat deliberately
engendered and-nourished this discomfort; Our efliarts have been as de-
liberate as the oft-quoted statement of Bruner (1960, p: 31): -`Any subject
can he taught effectively in some intellectually honest form to any child at
any stage of development": and as deliberate as the plea of Combs to
involve the person in the process of education.

Support for either of the two preceding approiiches all too often seems
..to come in the form of extreme statements WOO with an intedsity
sometimes appeario(t iu border. on religious fervor. Deliberate and ex-
treme statements may Win battles. but they lose ears. They give the
unthinking -quick and dirty" solutions (that ultimately don't work very.
wall) to the crucial problems of precollege education in psychology that
face psychologists. curriculum developers, and teachers alike. It seems
reasonable,that an appropriate solution is cooperation and compro-
misea synthesis of the best of both approacht.s.

L6t us return to a theme deveiloped earlier concerning the goals of
.preollege instruction in psychology. Weasserted that our system of pub-
lic education is endowed with students of' great variety, in terms of both
past training and future needs. As one progresses from kindergarten
through grade 12- the variety increases. Simultaneously, ongoing social
priwesses increase the diversity of students within each grade. In short,
the variety is substantial, and different students have different needs.,

T
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The riots ( both town and gown) of the Middle and late '60s. generated
it least partly by the insensitivity of public mlucation to this.diversity of
students. lave given way to a inure reflective student body at both-the
college and precollege levels. -Given to me now" has yielded to a genera-
tion of' much more socially conscious and sophisticated students. Indeed;
the war issue and the -communication gap" said to exist between the
people and their government can be interpreted to have combined to yield
a student body more.,.Mtrospetive, vet generally more sensitive to fellow
human beings. Changing life styles reflected inoneW sexual mores, new
dress habits. and the drug culture and meditative cults as well as evidence
of decreasing federal funds for vast social-support projects have added to
the changing focus of the current student.

Klingelhofer (1972). as noted previously, has discussed the changing
-nature of students and the factors responsible for those changes, deserib-

e ing sonWinno% ations at the college level brought about at least partly in
response to. these changes in students. Kulik (1973) notes a marked in-
crease in the number of undergraduate introductory psychology courses
that involve students in social service projects off campus. The social
service is sometimes prcvided in the name of relevance, but more basi-
cally it is a reflection of why psychology is currently so popular among
undergraduates and such a growing discipline at the high school level.
Simply put. the -1 hird force- alternative and the return to nature express a
student concern tbr fellow humans and-an interest in using psychology to
solve some of the perceived ills of society."

Thus..we find a house divided. We find psychology as a discipline
offering data and techniques based.onithe lawfulness of behavior, yet the
high-school age students in a position to befriefit from these principles are
themselves at a poiWt in their own liveWie4i-concern for personal ad-
justment and social adequacy art' upilerino:a. In response to the apparent
disparity between the richness of trie discipline and the immediacy of
student need for assistance in personal adjustment, teachers have tradi-
tionally adopted one of the two strategies discussed above in presenting
psychology to precollege (especially'high school) students. Unlikethese
two teaching strategies. a syntl.,-sis of the bust attributes of both tehni-
ques is not widely used as a teaching strategy. However. it is not without
precedent. Its elements have existed and evolved over many years and
repfesent a compromise in the lust sense. The orientation is essentially
the study of you and me by me and you with the broad goal of' understand-
ing us all a little better.

Theory andteehnique. The justification for this approach is basically
a combination of the theories cited in support of the personal-adjustment
and the discipline-based 'approaches. The recommendation is to take the
hest from both and apply it to the task at hand. Avila and Turkey (1972)
suggest that self-enhancement and reinforcementthe improvement of
the self-concept and behavior' modificationare closer' related and may



t sometimes eken be the same thing. So justification for the present ap-
proach resides in the prey iotisl% discussed rationales: -the goal is enhanc-
ing both knowledge of the discipline and :al understanding of self, and the
two are seen t loselv related. . .

In .1 re( tilt paper. 10,t, lappitt' anti Johnson t 197.2) de% eloped
a concise franiet%ork for ineaningfid social science education. They would

Int (Ace the social ps%c hologist and-tilt' curictiltundeveloper in the crt.ba-
tion of a series of projects and coneepts of immediate interest and long-
range use to the lettientar school student. Their argument goes as
follows.

hails itoptil tall( 111 null MI.11% sis OI tht situation. to %%hit It the eurritiiltini
inns: relatt.. h 'rile issue (it ri.lt.% e to the leartii:r (*inlet-standing and relating to %% flew
!alurs Anti lupa. th% t owe iii%111% ell is a Italleng for sociopsehi)logical

inking 1,..irliers to Own ciarn 'think noiii,.ni 1,4( ore. prolilein. III tvorking
this 11aiku:4 %\ 1 ha% t Ittliti(\ Iltg ..th It) 1/51.1it)11,Liit. al Ltt.lwralltattons .

1 that 1., 11. t titth 110.'1;1.111 (ht' Itat ill) tllu,t stt,t 011110t. Ot tilt' 'CO11111111.; tilSk 10 his

4)%111 htit litt No.ti
2 0, It t; t pi, t,'"Z ly-t111111, tt from the 1)oer

rim!). ith Its 11-1 t.ttion.,; t.thoos. anti t

- I that I oit ri,n1 anon tit (WI ildenlinai IS air 111$4 start-up for
111114 .5

(hat sun t hills tin.nth, till it .W11%111011 01 .1 repertoire of problem.
,oho p.; t,,o1- ,kill,

111 11 -real h Ii 1111114 111.1! .%l tut 1111111 ili bei%Veell.

I the aloes and al tittplus Ant Inttl,lt intOrination. ,bill skills of
115,11g and a, inahring tlit %aim and Skilled

ii()1S

1 ht, fist intim 1 mph 1...1 lilt' 11 im 4,1 Itticrtitst ititc....tratttal whit I) we huhu% it. Is .1

t ,tt 'lift. ItIttt,t Ityl if.. (IS,. 11% Ia)'titus i nu ultrtl ill alli.thSiS e SCItOUS

Lit It. ot 111111:01w, OILtt'thel tli .111.11% III III I atisal Kilt (.55 iiiiderstainlingS of .1 problem. the
I all', Is mid tin at Cl' n /mp))/ anon, and a, thm.taktng aspt.cl.

(hi And II 111)11 11,11-1 1,1 .1 ni,..tiongtol problm-solving or inquiry
pr.it !li, inn took nothoilsot sin la! ps.t gie its a trainework for this
11;hrd1-i toll':{(' ol 1,..t1'i1Sit: ta5k the re...mot es of the disciplines.
11:11 IP, huh il hi iii' 1.

1 11 01 IR:1 (111`... tht. sttlthAtt ,hott1(1 directly itt%()Ivt.d in the learning
plucess !milt III tcritt-, 411titt...t.titiltu, ()mitt of the lesson and its subsequent
ontent t It imatel% the goal is del elopment of a repertoire of skills Lind

Oral tit . iII app,1% ing the skills to action-oriented situations. thereby in-
, nasing the likelihood of transfer to real life.

Nditdifferent orientation has In.t.ti adopted by Ross Avare of the
tendene% for high school 1)s. hologv course., to bet oin piniarily involved
%% ith personal adjustment problems. Ross designed a ifirse that com-
bines the (,runt ivies of st itutific psv(liology with student interests. The
haste prim iplc underlying the «airse is that concept foemation is facili-
tated ft% in% (tlk IIIg a student with a «mcept in se% eral different stimulus
situations. as .td' ot ated (;agin. 197(1). The learning-set experinientsof
larlot- 1 9 1 9 ) pros ale t-ie paradigm. I n f'sselICV. Ross presents a variety
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of materials that contain similar underlying 'psychological concepts and
lea' with problems directly relevant to student concerns. Through the
exposure to numerous such problems students can arrange a large
amount of information in terms of the fewer. more generally meaningful,
underlying concepts.

The Instruc tor's Resource Book, forthe text PspAsotogy: Brief In-
troduction (Wertheimer, Workman. Lundberg, & Magnusson. 1971). out-
lines the goals and objecti% es of a high school psyChology course in terms
of applying a few well-chosen principles of the scientific discipline to the
development of sell-knowledgand competence in dealing with the envi-
ronment. Specifically. it is stated that

hitroductor% courses in psychology hat et a wide varlet% of aims Different teachers, in
different ;setting and alth different groups or studelits have different objectives.. The
orientation behind this hook is that the' purpose of instruction in psychology is to( J ) provide
the studeOt with bask print epics of human beim% for and experience. based elll empirical
tact.. 2. show how p.%. . all empirical human science. can he applied in a wide

ariet% of *0111.111011s. .111(1 .3, 1/1'411 idr an objecti% C and differentiated perspecti% e on
humar beings as 111(11%011.1k and as social creatures. .

1 he key terms in this partu Mar formulation of course olnuotives are empirical and
oble, Ir. r. Ps%cholog% is an emptru al science. w Null implies that it should he presented as a
sc 11.111 g et cu 111 the firs1 11111311111( tor 11111'Sr_

Occa.1011,111V, In,IpprOp11,11is demands ale placed on the field of psychology. By some,
p%.%7 hlogy 1. wen n.l.fird to the -art (a 11114. in% id% lull; ad% ice and suggestions on
soli nig ps.r.onal ;?roblnis (won siring up and interacting with One's tellow human beings.

Much of the. material 111,1% ,1(111,111% 1 ontribute to -self-know ledge.'" lioever, self-
ledge does not mean the taciii'relx'tuuunofthe latest theoriesit means the acquisition

of information about principles of !Inman behavior based on scientific methods of observa-
tion k%erthenuer t Hoimsomo. 172. pP.. 1 -2!

Block White Anwrica 1 Kasschau. 1974a). a two-week teaching mod-
ule On race relations-. illustrates still another appro.ach faithful to the
discipline. yet fOcusintron a topic of immediate concern to today's student.
The philosophy behind the module encourages the teacher to address the
"relevant- contrmersial issues that are of interest to students, Mit to do so
in a manner that protects diversity of opinion, examining evidence and
Opilli(HIS critically rather than using them to support previously held
conceptions Or ti) deny alternative views. The teacher is supplied with a
variety of concepts and several times as much material as lti needed to
teach the module's basic lessons in the two weeks for which it is intended.
The teaching strategy is that of open,,,investigation:
1111.11 111 1,11.11 I :di 14)1111 ( .111 he' I of crud. 1:2, the issue' at 101(1 1 not resolved, !unconsidered
at its pre seot !Hunt dc%elopment land I .3, no approach in int esrigat inn 1. ignored. 1 it

. 111.th.lt I student 'lupin% is encouraged. '2' a alietY of techniques fur
se rutin% and 1 run Ism arc de% eloped. and 3, issues art. not resoled. but discussed. ( p. 2)

I he nnittle is interdisciplinary in drawing examples from tie, pro -..

inces of both psychology and sociology. It involves exercises that deal
directly with -the student milieu, yet it includes suggestions and siippoo
materials for the' teacher to develop the unit around a variety of themes as
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determined by local needs and concerns. The BlackiWhite Ante t4ca mod-
ule shares a number -Of assumptions with the recently initiated "APA
Human Behavior Curriculum Project:.

1. The psyhologiral study of behavior should be the point of depar-.
ture for the teaching materials. .

2. The materials should permit the full consideration ofinterdiscipli-
nary areas since psychology readily interfaces with sociology as in
Black White America). biology.(e.g., animal behavior), political science
t e.g.. aggression), and econothis (e.g.. monetary games) as well as with
other fields.

3. Most broadly, the moduleS should place students in anexperiential
and conceptual framework thiit illustrates human interactions and speci-
fically a cause-and-effect analysis of behavior.

The philosophies underlying the projects above. ( froth Lippitt. Fox, &
Schaible 1 19691 to Wertheimer and from Ross to the proposed modules of
A PA ) have within them varied, but consistent, attempts to use the prin-
ciples ofpsychology more effectively to communicate the discipline to the
student in terms of day-to-day concerns and problems. In a nutshell, the
underlying philosophy behind all of them. and the synthesis as advocated
here. is that -human behavior can be systematically observed, that it
exhibits enough regularity to make possible the derivation of general
statements, and that principles of human behavior can be discovered by
empirical means that are quite different from mere opinion based on
private experience" ( Bare. 1973. p.' 8). Furthermore. this position main-
tains that such an approach is likely to be of greatest value to psychology
students. at any educational level, tbr their academic. personal, and so-
cial

The advocates say. Among the pimary virtues of this synthesis is its.
inherent flexibility. Although the principles of' psychology are ( relatively)
firm and invariant. starting' from them in the development ofcurriulum
philosophy, content. and method places little if' any restraint on the in-
novative educator. The assumption is that regardless of the psychological
phenomenon discussed, it can ultimately be explained by a variant of the
most basic assertion of scientific psychology: behavior is lawful.

There is something in the compromise approach for everyone.. This
statement- of ad% mac!" really has two themes buried within it. First,
psychology itself ofkrs principles for how to teach psychology. Second,
such an approach can be addressed to a wide variety of topics. whether
teacher or student generated.

11w erhies r* ply ('riticK would point to two major dangers in the
attempt to. wed cognitive content and skills to the affective aspect of
education. First they would laiin that there is an inherent incompatibil-
ity between the two approaches. The cognitive domain is considered to be
public and capable of measurement. whereas:
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()UV% ttittliks. a altar.. .111d tsitlitithrt Chaatleri%11 s an' more hkel> to I*
.izegarded as pm ate matters,- this publcprR ate status ot cognitn s. aneetn. nenai. 'ors is

&N rooted in the ludaeothristian religion and is a t.tlue highly t perished Mille demo-
cratic traditions of 1stern World , l.rathatuhl. Blown. & FHA. p. 18)

tni this distinction. Sprinthall t l971) notes. .

t..to ttect licoplc at a aloe l\ el it hoot wattling them prat ately then we may
haute a land of -,aolorlicir curriculum that t\ull accolliPhsh the broad objectives of
atet ti t. personal 'dui ahoo authout.h.ttIitg the process become personal. emotional or
pri \ ate p

In essence. critics %%mild say that een the best academic content
teaching is doomod to remain entirely cognitive. having at best a "coat:
tail" effect on tbe affective domain. The two approaches may be inhe-
rehtly incompatible.

The other danger revolves around the coccern of some that society
may-inappropriately sanction the formulation of a "national curriculum."
This was vell expressed in a roundtable discussion at a conference on
"Social Science in the Schools: A Search for Rationale.-

.11%t the taut that learning has to he reit. \ ant to the student and . . that
,wori him... one dor., 11111111MCIV wont curriculum have to he planned tor nuti-

\ 'dual st ndeuts. or pel haps for null \ 'dual groups of students? It this is the case. curricular
de\ elopment \\ ill hate to be done by the schools rather than on a national level.

11 he n see Ilia\ um client materials ate used by peopl who are not prepared to use
them. I hate the furling that von ha \ e to concentrate out getting people to do something fur
thermal \ es

What is needed is to make teachers intuit more sel-educated and self -der eloping. It is
nut enough to ha at good materials and good cum( lilt. Morris.sett & Stevens. 1971. p. 1201

-Iwo issues are raised. The first expresses the fear that national cur-
riculum may be inappropriate because of the individualized naoire of
learning: this would be a convincing criticism of a single monolithic
disciplinarian approach to any sets of facts. psychological or otherwise.
The second issue concerns both the nature of curriculum materiakts and
the preparation of teachers to utilize those materials most eMctively. It is
these topics that form the substance of the next two sections of this
document



Psychology Curriculum Materials
In the decade that generated the Biological Sciences Curriculum

Study, the Physical Science Study Committee. Sociological Resources for
the Social Studies, and other curriculum projects, psychology failed to
follow suit. Before the APA's Human Behavior Curriculum Project was
launched, there were within psychology only a few small, locally based
curriculum development projects. There were, however, some major na-
tional curriculum development projects in other disciplines that incorpo-
rated content from psychology. All three approaches discussed in the
preceding section are represented in these previously developed materi--
als. In this section we have singled out three sets of psychology cur-
riculum materials for examination, each representing one of the three
approaches: personal development, discipline-oriented, and synthesis.
The sampling is. of course. meant to be illustrative, not exhaustive. In
each case, a description of the curriculum materials and/or teaching
process is followed by a briefdisussion of the evaluations that have been
reported regarding the materials.

PERsox.u. inivELormENT

Although still in the formative stages, the curriculum project that has
had the greatest impact as a representative of personal development is
undoubtedly the "deliberate _psychological education" approach of
Mosher and Sprinthall (1971). They have developed five separate courses
that collectively attempt to focus on personal growth. and development in
adolescents and young adults. Their goal is "to make personal develop-
ment the primary. not the secondary, objective of a regular school cur-
riculum" ( p. 15). The courses they have developed include (a) a seminar
and practicum in peer counseling for high school students; (b) a course in
educational psychology that gives high school seniors the opportunity to
teach elementary school children under a variety of supervisory situa-
tions; () a participatory course in improvisational drama, which "affords
the individual the opportunity to experience intellectually, physically, and
intuitively in order that he explore himself and others in the living, im-
mediate situation" (p. -19): (d) a seminar and practicum in child develop-
ment. in which students participate in evening seminars tied to daily work
in a nursery school; and (e) a course involving the arts and communica-
tion.

;17
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In order to illustrate what Mosher and Sprinthall ha% e tried to accom-
plish. let us consider the procedures involved in the peer Ounseting
course. The semester is broken down into three phases of instruction. In
the first phase. students are asked to introduce and tell about themselves
at length, to relate some recent experiences that have been quite vivid for
them, and to prep:ire ,ome role-play counseling situations sufficiently
removed from their own lives to permit independent ztssessment and
criticism of the counseling techniques they are developing. The emphasis
here is on carefully supervised practice in role-playing fictional counsel,
ing situations.

During the second phase tr:' the course, a noticeable shift in fous
begins to occur. According to Mosher and Sprinthall (1971). instead of.
developing a role-Play -character.- students begin to present aspects of
their own tic es in the practice counseling sessions. Each student, during
his or her turn as therapist. is soon found to he -counseling- fellow
students on the real-life problems of the latter. although the latter is
supposed to be role-playing a self-generated -character.- During the latter
.portion of t lie second phase. \losing. and Sprinthall place increasing em-
phasis on helping ot hers with less emphasis on self inalysis except as it
facilitates development of skill as a counselor.

\losing- and Sprinthall 1!-)71 ) continue the dual focus ()each student
both on self and -helping- others as the students enter the third phase of
the course. The designers are interested in determining students' ability to
translate theirunderstanding of counseling as a form acommunication
into actual practice. In the final phase; occupying the latter half' of the
course. the students begin counseling sophomores and juniors who had
been identified by th.t regular high school counselors.
I in iasiph.o, (it ow (Jar, inns tip wit h ontnwed 14roup slIplIA P.101101 Ihr lapeS
elf Art ti;i1 a min...c1111:1 I 111/0"1 III ale t A...ll:1nd in the
(IN( noatal imiNcIfin.; 111 Ow ,..npux Num ,au,ndicant alnlit% Ile INten and
re-spimd p

ati.,e the program has developed in the natural school setting.
problems of e% :dilation hat e been rather Complex and hindered by the
lack of vvidely available and established tests to measure "psychological
growth- in adolescents. Mosher and Sprinthall had available the class in
counsel and a regalia high school class in psychology
n 2:11. Students had been randomly assigned to each from the entire.

group of students signing up for clauses in psychology. Both groups were
given the Kohlberg \hind Judgment Scale (one half of it on entering the
class. the other half on completion) and the Loevinger Sentence Comple-
tion Form. a test of ego development. Two other measures were also
obtained: ( ) unobtrusive and clinical measures. including class atten-
dance and student comments. and for the students in the counseling
class. a direct assessment of their counseling skills based on the work of'
Carkluil and lierenson (1967 (Despite the use of this latter. measure.
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Mosher aiW Sprinthall do note that their primary interest was in personal
development of the students in the counseling class rather than the coin-
munication of a training method itself.) T

. The results are consistent in direction, but mixed in significance.
Before and after comparisons on the Kohlberg scale yielded a nonsignifi-
cant increase in the maturity of judgments for all members of the counsel-
ing class. Similar comparisons of data from the Loevinger form indicated
a substantial and significant improvement in developmental level. By
contrast. the psychology control class yielded no significant improvement
or c hamie on the pretest posttest comparisons of eit her the Kohlberg scale
or the Loevingerfbrin. Regarding counseling skills, results generated
from the Carkhuff Counselor Rating Scales, although based on only par-
tial data analysis, indicated significant improvement in overall counselor
effetieness. Finally. and as .might he expected, results of interviews
with participants yielded very positive statemerits from students asked to
evaluate the counseling course.

In substance. then, although evaluation of the effects of "deliberate
psychological education" is difficult. preliminary evidence seems to indi
carte that the approach does have imPacriiirtliCStudents involved in A
replication effOrt is underway in the Minneapolis, Nlinnes'ota. schools.

PSYCI101.( )(:* AS A DISCIPLINE
Unlike the courses in "deliberate psychological education." which are

aimed at high school seniors. the -Man: A Course ofStudy" see Hanley,
Whit Ia. Moo, & Wal fel% 1970 ) materials are aimed at the upper elementary
prrinarily fifth and sixth) grades. The course also has a very different set

of goals:
I h, Inman. and drviiii) 1n vomw...tur. a process of qustion-postim the inquiry

met 114KI

1 I'o teal 11 resr Art h trwthodolott% whew k hildrenuan took tor intimnat ion to answer
questions the. 11.o. 4.- raised and use the I1.unework di.% eloped in t he cutsirse . . and apply it to

IICIA arras
I o help MIIMstrs dr\ 1101) .1111111V to tiSr atirIV tirsthand sources as

evident c 1 rom %%Int h 41(tlop IIVI/Othest.4, And draW corn lu.ion..
1. 114 (WHIM ( t lassroonl disk Ossion I11 %t Inch vount!sters If.',11111 U, hsttl to others IS

well as to ewress them ow o t
t hi' .r.14 h: that Is to tat sanutioll And Uppolt to OlICIlended dist1%-

%II ins where 41411111( Ie In.M. ers matt questions are not round.
h I o 4tH cuir,r24* t 11114vn 14) t on their own experienes

Cot 1.1`.1(1' 111\% role tor the tea( her. in which he becomes a resource rather than an

anthill-1t% Nutlet et al.. I 470. p i

Although the course draws from several disciplines, including
psychology, anthropology. and sociology. it serves as a good example of
the discipline -c entered approach in that it utilizes key concepts from the
disciplines as principal organizers.

"Man: A Course of Study" (MACOS) examines several basic ques-
tions about the nature (dm an and t he'fbrces that shape humanity: What is
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human about human beings? How did they get that way? I low can they be
made more.so? the materials begin with studies of the behax for patterns
of animals.such as salmon. herring gulls. ,Ind baboons. and then moves
into an extended examination Of the life of the Netsilif, skimos. Fan-
phasited c (Incepts include life ucle. adaptation of organisms, learning.
and aggression. tv it h part icular attention given to group organization and
communication and 1.111gliaLt. Cont rover, aid issues as reprt Anti ion
and killing .are also considered.

.\ tremendous variety of materials are provided for student use: films.
---iecords. games and simulations. and booklets containing field ntaes,

poems: stories. songs. construction exercises. observation projects. and
data in %arious formats. The variety of materials is intended to foster
detelopment of observational and analytical skills. The nine teaching
manuals suggest many different strategies and techniques for focusing
the materials. Large and small group discussion frequently follows indi-
idual research tasks and individual and group projects call upon stu-

dents to test their u,enralitations. A training program 1bl-teachers. con-
siSI int:, of readnigsn apes. and films. has been designed to give teachers a
deeper_ understanding of the teaching appmach employed in MACOS.

Just as the course represents a departure from traditional elementary
sc. !tool social studies efforts, the evaluation program developed to test the
effect I% eness of NiAtos is also a departure from tradition. It was felt that
the course as a %% hole -lost an essential qualit.' when (% aluated lesson by
lesson. As a result. a series of questions were formulated to address such
issues as whether the course helps the students to learn to understand
themselves and others in trays they were incapable of prior to the course.
; hi whether students are increasingly able to use this new knowledge in
and out of the classroom: i c 1 t% }tether the course is especially effective

ith particular t pes of students. and finally. ,d) %% !tether teachers' styles
of teaching tend to hange during the course.

Hirer bast( e% ablative techniques here used:
I. lime intervie% method. with semistructured. open-ended. leading

Guest ions. %% as used primarily to assess st udent opinion ()Hite course. This
salts: pro( cduc t tailed out to In a %.titiable means of assessing the effects
of the teacher training senuna r and t he teachers' e% Amnion of the course.

2. Classroom env ironmplit checklists were also developed to get stu-
dents' responses.toilbe following type of question:
I t I 11.1d It( " . . 1 t 1 1 . t If' \ k I I VI, 01 11(1 N. t ,14% 111)111%11W At

t In 'kr think. tun. 'Lod. :1,11 %A.:A unnrt.ilit. hurilit4 11170. p 21'

1.1St%. %%111' used, to .judge the amonot of information absorbed by
children. although this particular assessment de% ice was minimized in
the et Amnion. Written pre- and posttests at the beginning and end of the
two sections of NIA(.*OS served primarily its IlWaStileti of group achieve-
ment. prof iding a standard for comparing how children from specific
settings and grade levels dealt with the materials.
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Some 2.00k) students- %veil tested in the formative evaluation of the
prograin. Unfortunately. although the reader is assured that extensive
statistical analNses %%ere performed, most of the evaluation results re-
ported in the 1970-publication speak inure in terms of the general suc-
cesses and failures of MACOS than of specific numerical estimates of
changes or lack of changes. flowever. a number of trends do seem well
justified b the report.

it seems that the greatest amount of informational learning occurred
in the first section of the cou (e, but that progress toward more general
goalS. such as exchange of views with fellow students and a willingness to
explore the total em ironment. moved at a slower pace, tending to improve
as the course continued. The information-test results indicated that in
both sect ions,of the course the students. made significant gains in learn-
ing. Interestingly, testing devices specifically attempting to analyze the
etre( t of the games indicated "that studying past games and planning for
future ones imprmed the learning of most of the kinds of knowledge
tested- (Itanlle ei al.. 1970. p. -24).

Comparing the "Nlan: A Course of Study- classes with similar control
classes rvealud significant differences in the teaching style employed
and the content of the two d ifferent classes. The 11ACOS classes tended to
det ote nior equal amiints of student time to reading texts. watching

question-andanswer sessions. guided discussion. and writing. By
contrast. control groups tended to be much less pupil ceutered_and rely
more ou the didactic mode of teaching. The evaluators conclude that the
N ide nce stuipurts the claim ihat 'Man: A Course ofStudy had succeeded

on Its oft 11 [(ills.

'I ,,NNTIIESIS

utitsis othrd a' a compromise. it %Oil he recalled, aims to
enhance both knowledge of the discipline and an understanding of self by
presenting psycholog in the context of snhstantiv problems that are of
% colic ern m the precollege student. The American Psychological

(:Assoc iation's tlutn.in ior Curriculum Project (11BCP) has recently
initiated de% lopment of approximately 30 two-week teaching modules
that. iii aggregate. might he such a secondary-level course. It is intended
that such modules offer high school students an introduction to the study
of helm% emphasiiing practical examples of psychology in the
student's %%4 dd. As it dk elops.1111( Plias within it sufficient flexibility so
[bat teachers %% ith t erg different basic training would be able todraw from
the project support materials for their pactiular modes of teachingboth
pro( ess and a ()mem.

Illustrati% of these units is the prototypic Blaticliqiite America
module de % lotli 1» tiasschan 1973a Ibis module illustrates one

of using the principles of the discipline to facilitate the study of

r
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behavior and improve understanding. !awl:White America is a process-
oriented: module on majority-minority group relations. It uses a variety of
teaching materials and techniques and involves the student in a variety of.
activities. Specific behavioral objecti% es are stated at the outset of each
lesson and applied in the interest of histering better relations between the
races. based on increased comprehension of social processes.
rile teacher » ho uses the . . . mitt will be presented e ith a table having It) columns. each
ct ith out to tight not s of at tit ines. Lach column rpresents one day. and to teach a tooweek
unit on mmoitc grumps the it...le-her, slimily %de( P. one skinny from ea( h colu)ttn. progress-
ing from lel t to right. fins prot tdure offers 101.0:GI oats of presenting some %en basic.
points . . . We stm.1 t% ith itreii int measure of -where the student's at- regarding prejudice'
and toleration of members of other races Die next couple of &ixs are spent in :on% lilies
designed to demonstrate to students that the% do haxv prelndices. It includes se lm. activities
to sensitut the stutlents to c :mous means by which discrimination is perpetuated.

Still in an informanoiegathering spirit. the lesson progresses to actix Ines wherein-the
student-, arenntic idualic gathering Information o huh is collected. analv/ed. and discussed
in etas.. to rem II additional a (inclusions. For example. e,relt sturaettt IlOgilt asked to

Met t And f. oniparr the prices of certain specified food items from stores in ghetto and
middleclass neighborhoods. Mere are also a number of games. lasswidtsexperimr-rtec. and
role.plaxing situations suggested Fit latter stages of the lessoQincoke group activities
ornnted o ard sunonariinig the in ft trunnion prtst Hoist!. gathered And experienced. an:dye-
ing it, understanding it. and thereto understanding o hat prejudice and discrimination are
and how tins at tells Ha( ks. the final no oh 4. administration of postunit measures
either then or sec end o latyr. and also same stigge%tions are made to the students for
acs ui o lie h to extend the unit into practic sat h as organic ng a "People's Fair- for their

high s( hoot or getting In% ed as a big brothe or .1 big sister to it ghetto dui&
I. tided% mg the decelopment of both units has ht en the explicit assumption that the

principles of the de., iplint should he related to the ecerd.o world that trill be faced by
non a ollegbuund students p

The initial evaluations of the Black -White America module were of a
formative nature, including only classes that were exposed to the module.
RemAining to be analyzed arc the more infbrmatie comparisons of
MackAt'llite Ainc rico lass!, with comparable control classes. However,
with that linlitatiOti in mind, the initial formative evaluations, involving
over 1.200 students. did re% ea! sonic. interesting trends and changes in
student opinions.

For evaluating the module. three types of tools were developed: First.
pre- and postineasurements were made in 40' of the pilot classes using-
a ) a modified ersion of Ratter's I nternal .External Control Test ( Rotter.
I 966 Bogardus' Social Di stanceScale. and is ) a simplified method for
developing a sociometric analysis of the class. lime module would be
judged successful if the students tended to become more internally cson-
t rolled on the Rutter I.Etest and less discriminatory iu their choices on the
Bogardus scaje. A similar conclusion would be supported by sociogram
data if' students showed less consistency in selection of specific class
leaders and a lesser tendency to create isolates (i.e.. students who are not
selecti.d fOr work projects by any other students). These trends were
consistently present in the' pilot classes where Preipostmeasures were

4
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Used. In studying the module, students also tended to show a greater
preference for working as part of a smItil group or with the Whole class
than was the. cast. in studying other materials. Similarly, the students
manifested a slight but significant tendency to prefer to work more with-
out the teacher's help during the study of this unit.

Second, a six-page questionnaire was used to identifythose activities
in which students tilt they learned the most, those that they enjoyed the
Most, and those on which they worked the hardest. lir addition. student
perceptions of changes in their own behavior as a result of the module
were measured. Studtmt ratings were highest for those activities in which
student input played the most significant role in lesson (intent. There was
a positive correlation between the positiveness of student rating of each
at tivity and their rating of the degree of student input to that activity.
-Conversely, there was a negative correlation between the positiveness of
student evaluation of an activity and the degree of teacher input to that
activity. Interestingly, listening to others' opinions was also rated as an
activity in which students learned most during their study ofBlackiWItite
America. Teachers, generally quite encouraged by the ratings, indicated
that they refleCted in creasing desire for student independence, not nega-
tive evaluation of teacher input per se.

Third, a written questionnaire, and in some cases direct telephone
interviews, solicited teachers' comments concerning the effects of the
unit.on their students as well as the ease of teaching the unit. Verbal
comments from the teachers were extremely positive in support of the
project, its goals. and techniques. As might be suspected because of the
pilot nature of the initial development effort, there were occasional nega-
tive comaents. usually generated from misunderstanding of the purposes
of an activity. or philosophical questions about what a 'specific exercise
was intended to convey. Again, overall teach( valuation of the unit was
quite high and very supportive of continued development efforts of a
similar nature.

CONINIENT

Ha% ing ,presented three illustrative curriculum projects. each in-
tended to demonstrate the application of a particular teaching technique
and philosophy in the communication of specific- content and/or process
knowledge. two comments arc in order. First, the current state of evalua-
tion of curriculum development projects is not encouraging. Over and
above the inconsistency generated by the widely disparate philosophical
launching points for each project. there is widespread lack of regard for
establishing appropriate control groups. using previously standardized
tests, and consistently reporting the results of' these evaluations. The
effect of this state of' affairs is to lend yet greater value to efforts such as
'the Social Science tducation Consortium's Data Book and the periodic-
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special-reviews in Sochi/ Educatitin iboth.desCribed in ricependix'A, pp.
55-57). These ellotis rprelsent the only widely circulated. currentlyavair
able attempts to ipply.cansistent schemes of critical evaluation to'a large
number orsociar studies curriculum projects: Their value attests to the
need for greater eltOrts. e..spe.!ciall% on thepart of curriculum developers.

Second. a consistent but questionable leature of various evaluative
st'heines is the "personal testimony" gathered fropy participating
teachers, which almost always yields a positive evaluation of the project
invoked. Although it undoubtedly soothes the ego of the curriculum de-
veloper. its % alue to an independent reader is questionable. Moreover, it
raises the very real possibility of an interpersonal "Hawthorne- effect,
that is. "They're interested in me and my students. so I like. whal, they're
doing." it' such is the case, the existence of this bias lends'yht further
support to the need for careful eval.uative techniques for precollege

i';OURCES OF IX1:0101.1TION RE6.1RDING IISYCI101.()(i1:-REIATED
ClitItICITUM'N1.1.1T.R1.1l.ti

In social and behavi6ral sciences there is a variety of curriculum
materials already in existence. Prior to the recently initiated Human
Beha% for Curriculum Project: however, there was no nationalcurriculuin
development project %via( psychology as its subject matter targeted at
secondary sc'liool students. As a result, curriculum materials focusingon.
psychology ha% c been and art' scattered far and wide. More often than not,
psychology all(' psychology- related materials are piirt of curricula focused
on other subjects or other disciplines. Psychology is Included only as
-support tin' the cen tral concerns and techniques of t hose other disciplines.

Because of the disparate nature and location of psychology-related
curriculum materials it was impractical to mount a comprehensive re-
% iew of those materials in the present document. However, in the last
several years a significant number of information sources have evolv,ed
that summanic 11.9114% it'Wcurrictthi or sutii4est other sources to assist in the
tPachingofprecollege psychology. These stir% ey and critical review sources
urt listed v hit ittillotiit ion in Appendix A of this document.
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Teacher Training and Certification
We have reviewed the history and the recent rapid growth of psychology in
United States schools. We have examined the two primary philosophical
apprcz,.,iches to the process and content of precollege psychology courses,
concluding with some suggestions synthesizing the best of each of these
into a_compromise strategy for teaching psychology. "laving developbd
and documented the value of the synthesis, we have suggested two major
areas in which this approach can and should have an impact: the .de.
velopment of curriculum packages to support the teaching of psychology
and/the training and certification of present and future teachers of
psychology. The latter is the subject of this last section of our discussion.

SURVEY RESULTS

A recurrent theme °I' the literature on teacher preparation for high
school psychology instruction is that the typical teacher is inadequately
trained in the field. A survey by Engle (1952c) revealed that the average
number of semester hours in psychology of high° school psychology
teachers was 18.5. However, this total included courses in-educational
psychology and others not directly concentrating upon the subject matter
of psychology as such, but required for high school certification in any
field. Engle (1955; later warned that unless organized psychology took

.t. responsibility for the preparation of adequately trained high school
psychology teachers. some other group was likely to do so.

In 1959 Coffield suggested a set of standards for teachers of high
school psychology that clearly were far higher than the majority could (or
would wish to) meet at the time. In that same year Engle (1960a) surveyed
100 members a the A PA Division on the Teaching of Psychology to de-
termind their views op the preparation of teachers for high school
psyeh(ifogy. Almost half of them thought psyc!lology should be taught as a
science. 29'; as a social study, and 23'; as either onea pattern that is in
sharp contrast with the preference for a "personal gkowth" orientation
among precollege psychology teachers. Table 2 presents the responses of
Engle's sample to a question about which courses should be required and
which would be desirable in the preparation of the high school psychology
teacher. Once again, the pattern of what at least half of the psychologists
considered desirable far exceeded the teachers' actual preparation, a fact
which led Engle to question whether many high school teachers of
psychology could be induced to secure that amount of training.
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TABLE 2 Percentage of Psychologists Recommending Specific Psychol-
ogy Courses as Minim Um and Desirable Preparation for High School
Teachers of Psychology

Desirable.

General introductory 96 97
Experimental 80 . 89
Tests and measures 68 78
Statistics 63 76
Personal adjustment 58 58
Adolescence 57
Social 48 72
Personality 48 70
Child 44 62
Educational 40 54
Learning 39 69
Abnormal 37 53
History of psychology 32 55

Note. 'taken from T. I.: Engle. Preparation for teaching psychology in high school.
Amy ru art Ihtic Indogist 1960a. 1$. p. 334.

Abrams and Stanley ( 1967) indicated that only about halfof the states
certified teaching majors in psychology. Fewer than one college in 100
offered a course in methods for teaching psychology, and the opportunities
for practice teaching in psychology were meager indeed. They com-
mented that
although only a small minority of the institutions presently offer an undergraduate teaching
major in psyt hology. the large nrijority of resilondents seemed to indicate a willingness to he
influenced by jaw committeesI findings both by their reques's for summaries . . . and by
their comments tha: they :ire tspecially anxious to see the results. ip. 168

Basically. the situation of high school psychology is very similar to that olany economi-
calk tinderdeY eloped body needing resources to bring about development which can be
obtained only after dyelopment has begun. A "take-off is required. I p. 1(i9)

They also wrote:
here is an dbunnant supply of students who want to he prepared and of institutions

that want to prpare them. but t',Y, is generally as far as it goes.
There is a long wiry to go before highquality high school teachers of psychology will be

uirned out in large quantities. "Retreading.' of already certified teachers during summer
sessions may he needed to augment the baccalaureatelevel trickle until it heciimes more ola
torrent fp ItM

The findings of Schumacher ( 1971) in Ohio seem to typify the out-
come of more recent surveys. As a follow-up to an earlier study of changes
in Ohio high school psychology, between 1966 and 1971 Schumfrcher
surveyed the approximately :300 Ohio high schools .listed by the State
Department of Education as teaching psychology. Returned were 212
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replies'. Schumacher comments on the rather poor preparation of high
school psychology teachers in Ohio, noting that
approximately 75' of the teacher. currently teaching psychology have had less than 20
stnne.ter inn tr. Of ps%hologv itisnuction. When the number of teachers with less than 30
hours of psychologv is considered. thefigur limbs to applIoximatel . Apparently most
high schoopsvchology instructors in Ohio are teaching courses for which they have had
minimal direct training. Must psychologY teachers are trained itisocial scienee. Approxi-
mately SO' of all the surveyed t.ichers had indjor certification in social science. with other
areas (English. physical education and physical science ) far behind. (1971. p. 61

Schumacher also noted that such data further strengthened the con-
clusion he had drawn from his earlier survey:
Most-teachers of psycholovy hare liven trained to teach other content fields and are either
asked or %o:u weer to teach courses in psycholtaty even though they may lack the relevant
training. p.

A bright note was that sonic 63'; of the high schools indicated their
willingness to accept student teachers of psychology, making it clear thai
a critical feature of preservice training foi potential high school teachers
in Ohio was available at least in terms of written expression of interest.
Also encouraging wiis that over half of the schools reported that their
psychology teachers would be interested in attending a summer institute
in psychology. Fully 90 cif the 212 responding schools indicated that they
would presently consider hiring a person to teach psychology "if that
person were well trained in the field." Most respondents indicated that the
teaching of psychology would only be part time, but over 25 expressed an
interest in hiring a full -time psychology instructor.

The present situation is summarized well in two succinct paragraphs
by Bare (1973 ):

Our limited data i Anderson 1965: Engle 1967; Kremer 1967: McFadden.and Pasewark
1970; Parrott and Sett 1970; Schumacher 1971) indicate th :'t the preponderance of high
school' psychology teachers have come to psychology de noniron. most often with majors
and se% eral ytars' to experience in social sciencesoci al studies but frequently Mother
fields entirely. Recent state and regional surveys (Gnagey 1971: Coodale 1970; Hunt. Rodin,
Patti and Hooke 1969: McFadden and Pasewark 1970; and Parrott and Sett. 1970), though
more encouraging than earlier ones, still indicate that the typical high school psychology
teacher did wit ,n Ow in psychology as an undergiaduate. Of several studies that report on
teacher preparation. the highest mean figures are 13.8 undergraduate semester hours, and
19.8 graduate semester hours ( Parrott and Sett 1970).

Even such encouraging statistic.s must he cited with:reservation since other studies
suggest that hours cited include those areas of psychorogy riquired of most teachers for
professional education for example. general psychology. educational psychology, child
psychology and adolescent psycholo.gy); teacher preparation in experimental psychology
appears to be quit...limited (a. Cnagey 1971: (4xxialt 1970; Kremer 1967). (p.

impuu yr-1ms THE THREE TEACHING PHILOSOPHIES FOR
TEKIIER pREp.utmo

Quite aside from the quantity of preservice training in psychology,
there is the issue of the focus of that training. Clearly,, whether courses in
experimental psychology. physiological psychology, statistics and re-
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search methodology, sensation and perceplion.learning, and tly likeor
in personality, personal development, clinical psychology, mental
hygiene, psychopathologyare considered appropriate depends upon the
colts chosen by a school for its psychology offerings. It', as appears still to
be true in-many schools, a primary goal of the high school psychology
course is personal growth, self-understanding, emotional openness; and
effective interpersonal relations, then, at first sight, courses in the first
listed set of areas above might not really be appropriate. Instead, a selec7
ion from the second set might be considered desirable, and possibly an
\expoSure to other areas girth as sensitivity training, psychiatric social
work, and orthopsychiatry (cf. Long, 1971). If, on the other hand, the
purpose is to present a balanced view of psychology as an academic
discipline, then courses orthe kind suggested in the first group above
could be considered essential.

The synthesis goal is to present subject matter both in an evidential
context and in a manner that demonstrates the personal relevance of the
principles to the student's own life. This goal would be more likely to be
accomplished by a combination including (a) a firm grounding in the
fundamentals of psychology as an empirical behaviotal science, that is, in
courses Of the first kind, preferably with extensive laboratory.experiencei;
( b) some exposure to courses of the second type, as long as there is con-
stant concern for. the euidence behind each assertion made about
"growth," "development.... "openness," "mental health," etc.; and (c)
exposure to appropriate courses in education (cf. Mosher, 1971) that will
help the student teacher relate the principles of' general psychology -)to
students' everyday experiences.

Actually, it seems that unless the goal is specified as only '.'personal
growth," "mental health," and the like, courses of the second kind above
would not really be appropriate at all in the training of teachers of psychol-
ogy in the schools. Indeed, one can make the case that a firm grounding in
the fundamental scientific bases of psychology is essential for any psy-
chology teacher.Preparation only in the "soft" social science or humanis-
tic approach, through some offerings in sensitivity training, mental
hygiene, and getting along productively and pleasantly with one's fellow
human beingswhich runs the risk of having the flavor of absolutism, of
religion, of having all the answerswould appear to be a mistake. A
teacher who Wes only this orientation would be doing a disservice to the
students since such an approach is a distortionof the field; misrepresents
psychology methodologically, epistemologically, and in terms of content;
and could even result in psychological distress on the part of some stu-

'dents. It has often been argued that it is unwise for anyone without the
requisite training in psychiatry or clinical psychology to engage in the
practice of psychiatry or clinical psychology.

At first sight a set of "humanistically" oriented courses might appear
appropriate for teachers of courses with the "personal-growth" goal, "sol-
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idly scientific". courses for those with the "discipline-oriented" goal, and
some of both for those with a combined goal. However, further thought
suggests strongly that oil training for precollege psychology teachers
MUSE retain the methodological integrity of psychology as an empirically
based discipline, the foundations of which are not personal opinions, sub-
jective feelings. individual experience, or 7revealed trutth," but rather the
dispassionate. objective. measurement-oriented, quantitative. approach
that also characterizes other scientific disciplines. To be sure, some of the
content focus of courses for preparing teachers of psychology and be-
havioral science in the schools can appropriately be phenomenaconsidered
in such areas as motivation, personality, and social psychology, but it is
essential that an ez ident la! approach be maintained at all times.

This observation would appear to be appropriate whether the training
is- preservice or inservice. Knowledge of the "hard core" facts, principles,
and methods of psychology is, of course. the sine qua non of the psychol-
ogy teacher, otherwise he or she does not have the knowledge that should
be imparted to students in a psychology course. Thorough grounding in
the subject matter is:ideally attained in the preservice years and tl,en
-maintained during the teacher's career by periodic or continuous inser-
vice updating. Since psychological research is currently making very
rapid strides. andince the frontiers of knowledge about basic and applied
problems in- psychology rapidly are being rolled back, the teacher who
desires to remain reasonably up to date must expect to be engaged in
constant study of the field. Ideally, time should be provided for enrollment
in psychology courses at the university level, or at least for supervised
intensive reading in the field, during the teacher's entire career. A less
satisfactory alternative would be summer inservice workshops or insti-
tutes, at least every five years or so, and preferably every two or three.

IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHER PREPARATION FROM AVAILABLE
CURRICULUM :MATERIALS

Many of the newer curriculum materials for teaching psychology in
the schools require substantial preservice or inservice teacher prepara-
tion: some of them, such as "Man: A Course of Study" (Hanley et al.,
1970 ). demand rather extensive work. Fox, Gifault, Lippitt, and Schaible
(1967) analyze at some length the problems involved, as seen from the
perspective of both curriculum developers and prospective teachers.

A first training step; of course, is to acquaint teachers with what is
availablea core purpose of much preservice and inservice training. The
ERIC Clearinghouse on Social Studies/Social Science Education, and the
Resource and Demonstration Center of the Social Science Education
Consortium c SSEC) both serve as depositories for such materials and as
disseminators of' infinmation about them. Courses on the methodology of
teaching psychology can greatly profit from detailed study of the SSEC
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(1971) Data Bool; and the MIA's (1973) The Psychology Teacher's Re-
source' Book: First Course. Any of these alternatives can also be usedwith
profit by the-psychology teacher at the middle se hooland even the elemen-
tary school and college levels.

Preservice training can do the job of letting prospective teachers
know what is available and how to use it. but inservice training is impor-
tant for keeping teachers up to date on new materials as they become
available. The recent past has seen a major effort to provide better cur-
riculum materials for social science and behavioral science teaching, and
there IS every indication that this effort is likely to continue, and possibly
even intensify. in the near future. The implication is clear: continuing
inservice preparation of the psychology teacher is essential, to keep the
.teacher abreast of new materials in the field, to maintain awareness of
new teaching procedures. and to help teachers use the new materials and
proCedures effect i% ely.

SOME MODEL TRAININGCURRI('ULX

There are not many programs with a direct, explicit "focus on the
preservice training of teachers of psychology, but let us glance briefly at a
kw exemplary models of the kinds ofprograms that have been proposed or
actually implemented. .both preservice and inservice. to provide an im-
pression of what is being, or could be, done.

Several years ago, an interdisciplinary group of professors from the
College of Education and from various behavioral and social science
departments at Illinois State University met frequently to develop a model
program for preservice elementary teacher education in social science
Aubertine. 1972). Intended to prepare social science specialists to teach

at the fourth to sixth grade level, the program is a fine instance of genuine
cooperation among and integration of the efforts of social scientists and
educationists. The program consumes most of the four undergraduate
years. It is based on a set of assumptions such as the viability of the
specialist wile her concept at the upper elementary grades, the desirability
of an interdisciplinary thrust, a performance -based structure, indi-
vidualized instruction. and a community-based orientation. Courses and
experience in learning how to teach and in learning appropriate subject
matter in the social science disciplines are closely integrated throughout
the four years. in three partly overlapping phases. Phase I, "Foundational
Experiences,- .provides background in social science content and
methodology, educational philosophy and practice, and child growth and
development. Phase II. "Integrating Experiences." concentrates on
seminars and applied experiences that broaden perspective over the con-
tent of the social sciences and that yield the Opportunity for independent
study and group projects tOcusint; simultaneously on social science sub-
ject Matter and how to teach it. Phase "Culminating Experiences."
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requires student teaching, development of a "teaching kit," and seminars
on pedagogy. community, and teaching of social science in general.

Long (1972) has developed a very different inservice program in-
tended to introduce elementdry teachers to a personal growth curriculum
in psychology based'on experiential and inductive models of learning.
Long tried out the assumptions that unselected sixth-grade teachers could

F learn, and use comfortably, the methods and materials of her curriculum
even it they had not had extensive prior training .in psychology. She was
interested in determining whether sixth-grade students could learn some-
thing about the content and methods of psychology as-well as increase
their "general psychological comfort," motivation. and performance in
the -14,..neral school curriculum and enhance their self-images. The train-
ing program. which involves acquainting the teachers with certain class-
room demonstrations and games, helping teachers help. students to make
relatively dispassionate observations and to draw generalizations from
t heir observat ions. and observing the teacher at work, apparently resulted
in positive gains. -

thy( general teaching method and viewpoint seemed marked and salu-
tary. Doubts ihat mil% psychologist could handle the concepts and materials seemed
unsupported. 111 teachers managed these quite well after varting lengths of time. . . . The
teachers in this study repeate0:- indicated that their view of their role. of knowledge, and of
the t hddren charmed remarkably

Changes iii the a hildren's xprssid depth of self insight. skills at abstract analysis of
bhax rend data and y sect of-causality .111 seem promising and in some case. very significant.
p.

An intensive presevice program fbr training secondary behavioral
science teachers has been instituted at the State University of New York
at Plattsburgh ( Perkins & Pasti. 1970). The goal. of the program is to
enhance the effectiveness of the students in the program by making them
consumers and disseminators of the information gathered by researchers.
The students are intensively involved in research and teaching through-
out most of the five-year program. The research training includes be-
havioral science content and methodology and educational research; the
teaching experience includes lecture and laboratory sctangs in both sec-
ondary school and college. Procedures during the training are explicitly
iiltendz:ti for subsequent use in the classroom. Summer workshops, an
integral part of the program. bring in experienced teachers and provide for
interchange of new procedures between these visitors and the students in
training. Continuous formative evaluation, including development and
use of a structured checklist of skills that characterize the successful
secondary behavioral science teacher, is an integral part of' the program,
which yields a baccalaureate after four years and a master's degree as
well as New York state certification after the fifth.

A variant of this thorough five-year approach is to provide an inten-
sive one-year graduate program leading to a master's degree. For students
with a substantial background in psychology but no teaching experience,
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methods._ of instruction and meeting certification requirements are
stressed. For students who are alreadY.,certified, psychological content is
stressed. Such a program has ien instituted at New York University by
Aiken Schoeppe. Students of both backgrounds take substantial gradu-
ate-level work in psychology :ind share student-reaching experiences. The
requirements of mastery include the following courses: eduCational psy-
chology. survey of developmental psychology, measurement and evalua-
tion, theories of personality, social psychology, experimental psychology,
abnormal psychology, and teaching of precollege psychology.

Inservice and continuing education for high school psychology
teachers has included( a) brief workshops and symposia held in eonjunc-
tion with national, state, or regional psychological association meetings;
(b.) one- or two-day workshops arranged especially for local high school
psychology teachers: (c ) one-day training sessions conducted by city and
county school systems; (d) one- or two-week short courses; and (e). more
substantial summer institutes of the kind that-the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion and the National Science Foundation have supported, lasting as long
as eight to 10 weeks. The focus of these "retreading- endeavors has been
to present some of the latest developments in various research fields.
acquaint the participants with new curriculum projects or materials,
and:or provide kinkier information on advances in the pedagogical as-
pects of teaching certain facts. principles, and methods in psychology.
Considering the relative isolation of the typical high school psychology
teacher, it is to the teacher's advantage to participate in as.many work-
shops and institutes as possible. This provides the opportunity to share
experiences and discUss mutual problems with colleagues and to be
brought up to date on recent developments in the field. both substantive
and.pedagogical.

Some viable and promising suggestions have been made fbr the i-
provement of both preservice and inservice preparation of psychology
teachers in the schools. While a handful 0, sound teacher preparation
programs exist or are in the planning stage, it is still the case thatas
Abrams and Stanley (1967) put itthe production of' adequately trained
psychology teachers far the nation's schools constitutes barely a trickle.
This tact was recently reconfirmed by Hunt (1973).

(T.IcriFic.vrioN oF rsy(1101,o(iy Tr..uIIERS

A sure c: of state departments of education by Johnson (1973b) re-
% ealed the follow ing intOrmation about certification requirements for
high school psvcholog% teachers:

I. Six states and the District of Columbia had no legal provision for
teaching psychology. Ilowe%er. one of time states. Tennessee. instituted
cettifieation in psychology beginning in Spring 197-1.
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. Eight states allowed persons with social studies certification to
teach psychology. No further requieinents were stated.

3. Six states provided for the teaching of psychology by persons with
social studies certification who also had specific preparation in psychol-
ogy ranging from six semester hours to a major. One additional state.
Georgia, had a unique provision for certification in behavioral sciences,
granted to persons With specified preparation in psYchology, sociology,

.

and anthropology.
4. Twenty -nine states had stOirate provision for certification in psy-

chology. Requirements ranged frolii 12 to 34 semester hours:with several
states simply specifying a major with no number of hours indicated (John-
son. 1973b

The specific requirements for each state and the District of Columbia
have been assembled in tabular form by Johnson (1973a).

The degree of specificity of the requirements varies enormously from
one state to another, and some of the nation's largest states (e.g.. New
York ) do not have specific certification requirements in psychology at all.
Perhaps the relative novelty and the rapid growth of psychology in the
high schools has contributed to the absence of uniformity in the
standards-indeed. to the absence of any standardsin a number of'
states. Undoubtedly, the establishment of strong yet realistic standards
tot' the certification of high school psychology teachers could do much to
help upgrade instruction in our schools. If comparable standards were to
prevail in all or most of the states. reciprocity would be a more feasible
goal. which in turn could greatly simplify the problems of state ertifica-
tion officials and agencies. Clearly. a national effort to develop guidelines
for training and certification is called for. In view of the current concern

ith accountability. and in view of the' empirical orientation of cimtem-
porary psyholow, . it would appear appropriate to suggest that such
guideline's he e% identiall based. That is. teaeherS of psychology. and,
training programs For teachers of psychology, should be evaluated not on
the basis sole, of the number of semester hours in this course or that. or
the philosophical slant of academic experiences. but ratheron the basis of
demonstrable elfecti% mess. Vilt call the teacher do? What do the
teacher's students actually learn? Ai competemybased s stem of teacher
tr.iiutn (4 and certiticat ion %you Id seem to be particularly approptiate now.

lw temptation to list a set olcompetencies for high school psychology
teachers must be resisted here primarily for two reasons. First, as previ-
ously noted. the philosophy of psychology that one espouses plays a very
direct role In determining the competencies One is likely to deem most
appropriate. T'her'efore. the specification of competencies is a task for
which a %t Ade aritv of input should he sought and in which premature
closure should he avoided.

Second. decisions on training and certification are made primarily at
the local and state levels by legislators of varying degrees ofknowledge or
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concern. Thus, although cooperation with national agencies is to be en-
couraged. the voices of decision should strongly represent local and state
constituents who mist abide by whatever decision is rendered.

IN SUNIMARY

. So there you have ita discipline with a relatively short history which
has recently experienced rapid growth at precollege levels. The demand
has outstripped our ability to provide fully qualified teachers, but the
teachers nonetheless find themselves engaged in fundamental argu-
ments regarding content and technique similar to those that have oc-
cupied college-level educators for many years. The main point of the
argument is whether personal development or substantive knowledge of'
psychology as a discipline should be the primary goal. It is suggested here
that the argument perhaps should not be resolved in an either-or manner.

While not presuming to resolve the argument, a synthesis has been
developed that draws on some of the strengths of the two existing
philosophies. We have presented a few samples of curriculum material's
currently available and sources of information on other such materials
and pt.-Aided an analysis of teacher training programs (of which there are
remarkably few ) and current certification requirements.



Appendix A
SOURCES OF INFORMATION REGARDING PSYCHOLOGY-RELATED
(TRRICI'Ll'M MATERIALS

The following sour( es, with sonic ny erlap. contain information about currently availa-
ble curriculum materials for teaching psychology to secondary school students. The annota-
tions accompanying eat h %nu intik:ate whether that source includes ritial reviews or
focuses on howto-do-tt information.

it me 11( an Imiov.1( ',Ilion.. Hie !ism holmili tm hrs.-% 1.4.01( rue book First
oil r '1 2ott Ashint:ton. D.C.: Author, 1473.

Oriented %pee tfie ally to t he high School teacher of psychology and behavioral science.
this hook is the %nigh' most comprehensiY "Iilahle.source of helpful hints. book reviews.
lists of equipment and other teaching resources, and lists of publishing and manufacturing
organizations. 'fielding to en few biases, the information included is so comprehensive as
to alhm the Philosophic .11 and teaching preferences of the individual teacher and or school
district to be more than adrquatel% reflected-. The comprehensiveness of this source is well
documented simply by annotating its table of contents:

"Hi'. iew % of nit roduc toil re XtIN)Ok;;P: The reviews cover about 50 currently available
textbixiks ting w range of emphases, content, and reading levels. The single major
problem ..lull this see tum Is that each re% iew is the product of only one reviewer and assuch
may reflect some !wises.

-Rey iew s of Books of Head ings- : included here is a lengthy list of readings books that
ought simplentut primary teach I tyxts. Re% towers were asked to address their comments
generally to the number of slectionk reading level. level of sophistication required of the
high school stodent. interest value to such students. and unusual features.

-He% mew% of Laboratory Nlanuals-: This .section includes a topical listing of about 20
manual% For example. a group of manuals emphasizing operant conditioning is listed:
another list mda ate% those that demand extensive statistics for successful use. and so on.

-mPsye licdoso Period k-als for the High fie boor': ProY ided here is a relatively complete
list of pertodu ifs is.( bolni4k al en went that might be appropriate for the precollege
let el - those published lw the uteri( an Psychological Association and also those published
by other ,issice 1.10m15.ind firms. Marked for specific attention are 13 periodicals judged most
scut.ible for the high se hool aud tenet'. Subscription cots and a general categorization of the
journals and their c (totem are offered.

-No% els. Case Studies. Biographies. and Other Popular Books": This section is an
aonlaatcd lablio......raphY of nontechnical. paperback hooks broadly related to psychology.
the books Are arranged m tool( al c ategetris.

"Audio% isual Materials- Inc hided in this section is a broad- ranging. list of selected
films as wt.)1 as uleotape. slide. and auchotape series The list is parttally annotated and
b,llowd by the addresses ',f sour( I's and distributors.

-Reference Materials' !'his se( non suggests currently aY ail able hooks and articles
that a high se hoot insult( tor might use to supplement the' usual source's of information. The
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books are untainted according to then' emphases on topics 'melt as "language- and "drugs
and betide tor.

-Equipment. 'Annuals. ,41 Supplies: Included here Is a substantial list of manufac-
turer, ot psychological equipment as we'll as the types of equipment they product'. Also
nit bided art lists of dealers In animals and annual supplies as Met as a suggested list of
books ants pamphlets one urning ectuniment. animals. and annual care.

Addresses of National Orgaintations": Detailed here is a wide range of national
organizations that w ill supply Information oil t arsons subjects of interest to high school
psy( ludo* students Such informalion ranges from source's of consultation on personal
problem, to sources of tonnal training opportunities and the ay ail ability of funds for
teat hers

Snint Ways of Increasing Student In% (At einem.' This section p ovides teaching
hints, including a number of alivniame or stippleinentar suggestions tot' modification of .

standard lectures. It .11)p-discusses prOblems of evaluation and measurement and describes
a let% lascoonl demonstranons and ;tumult's.

Was of Organiiing I n strut-001C:: The last section presents three more exten-
,1% r example, of I ht manner in which .1 psyt hologv course could he' orgamted. The emphasis
Is on -rtleY ant t. and 1)11 encouraging teachers to organize instruction at the course. rather
than topic . let el

101dresses are 10% en for .dl publishers whose books are cited in the Main
body Id th 1{1,.1)til1 I' 1i11011/4

Sat 1.11 tit 11111 t 1.11ut .1114411 ( 611%4(411111111 Sri( Jul .Milli.. till',( hail in wid)', tills butil botok.
\whin. 1471

I lie imtil faun): I...1 1,..ttil innut At1011 III l urra ilium analysis and ealtiation. 'the
materials dr.( rild Ill the Data Book art' of tour type's: prol( t materials. textlxioks, games
and simulations. and supplementary material, Soon to be' added Is .1 section on teacher i
resolirt Material% I he 1.1ata Book V. as first published in 1471. Yo supplements per year
keep It up ttl datt ht mud lit ing descriptions of materials already included and describing
new niattrials as they are de% eloped. Ishe philosophy behind the 1/001S is dearly' expressed in
tlo Introdin

Our nbir tit f is to poit ide analyse, of urrn ulinn matertals which w ill allow
Administrators. torn .00rdinators. t ()liege methods teat hers, and elementary
and sr( sO hind tea( hers III SOP( t 111.1ter1.11% 1. fin II are appropriate to their stu
dents. s fluu1 and «minnow% nil the 140.1, of grade' ItYl. dist while, undt'rl)'in4

strate%ties. strut tures, (intent innot ant enc... and merit.
lin hided II) the re% lett of each set of 111211411.11....12111 er% le.% of Its significant features.

a (lest ript inn of the Int mat. information regarding 1'tquir011 tea( hing time'. .1 dest.ription of
flit stll)1e111 And 14..1( lief , turt.tic necessary hu....tit l t',,hif use. .111 planation, 01 the
lainmah and geller.11 nitlel tIt ., d,,, ription of li111clit111 cplaiLition 1)1 OK. priman,

111111:, (Ito) (*don, and r".dtlatl%c data, «nnillnt. and %.01104.tion. tor

So( 1,11 Si wit( i .1110t) ( .41141 N.Illnll.d ( 1)1100 11 Pa' the So( (.01 5ttld11'%.
CI)iiiof t rn 11111111 frinlet ts. programs and materials S nil at . I 47.2... :Sli, 712-79

1 111, ,flee 1.41 jiit I Jill 11111111 tifKI.tes Ail I arlier materials Ict% effort by
Sander% and I ta k, in 1970 1 he imi opens tt oh .1 dust riptinn of a systematu pro( es, for
sl0 um; 1 mut tilum lot use III sittiatinus flus 1, folllo.yd by an
int rodin him to .111(1 44, of t urn( inatertals.analt In the issue. Elie bulk of
the 1414011 t 4411114 441 IV% It't% %of 26 sin 1.11 studies( urn( ilium prole( t materials. raiii.ngfrom
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psychology to economics to Allitfluall 1110401'. Each 11.VIVW iS cast in the same format,
co% oing m order product characteristics. rationale and objectives, content. methodology,

conditions for implementation. and evaluation. Next is a general article on the selection and

e% aluatum of new sot t,al studies materods.. apart iCtdar aloe in this article are three forms

for teacher a.% aluation of new matertals bfaire and after classroom tryout and a student
questionnaire fur e%aluation of materials. Me last attic it of the series contains a ver
extenst%e and briefly annotated list of available supplementary teaching materials ranging
from three-dimensional ()flets. print packaLtes, slides. and sound materials to combined
sound-andsight materials. hooks, and games and simulations. Although there is no guaran-

tee that Social Linear ton ill continue to update this valuable series, it is worth keeping an
eve on the journal as a source of current :Maar:nation.

Wow's. 1' , tiat e Iol; (r, the teem h mi Roanoke. Va.: Scholars'

Press. 1973.

This exten.1%e publication de% eloped from t ht. Course Outlines Project oldie American
Psvehologo..al Association's 1)1% ism!) on the 'leaching of Psychology. a project that spanned
mon. than 10 Years Published in looseleaf form like the Social Science Education Consor-

tium's pato Book. r hr Son u e Rook is intended lOr the teacher of undergraduate and/or high

school psyclailog% It nit hates approximately 40 course .outlines and hibliographies for
teaching in 14 of the traditional areas of psychology and some topical areas of current
interest inc I MIMI: 1)010% hat mod ifia at ion. community mental health. professional problems.

PkAt 11(110- POIlt It s. and 1% ()mankind. Also like the Data Book, the Source Book will he'

updated with annual supplements.
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Appendix B

-11IBLIOGR.11)111' OF 111131.106R.WIIIES

Of the following ball 10141%1 ph ie..."..oniv were (mei onh eili,rfs. but others. as noted.
are periodically revised and updated. There is slam:int:al tr. erlap in the bibliographies, but
most has(' some unique references to otter.
APA Clearinghouse on Precollege Psychology and Behavioral Science. Inventory lot'

Cleanughouse holdings of the literature On high school psyholoityl. Uneublished bib-
liography. 197 3. The inventory lists approximato,ly 200 articles and publications that areon deposit in the .PA Clearir -house. Many items that appear on the inventory also
appear in three separate bibliographies available from the Clearinghouse. All three
carry the niam title "Teaching of Psychology in.the Secondary School-. and are sub-
titled. respecticelv. "Studios and Surveys: 1964973" (currently 31 referenes).
"Teacher Preparation and Certification" ecurrently 12 references), and **Course De
scriptions. Cuidces. and Instructional Units" (currently 47 refrences).
Whereas t he inventory does not indicate where fugitive items may he obtained, the three
separate bibliographies do. Both the inventory and the three bibliographies are ptriodi-cally updated.

Noland. ft. & Hanlon. J. 1. Supplementary bibliography on teaching psyhologv and the
lehavits,ral science's in the schools. Joo-roal of School 1)%licluilmol, 1967, A. 237-160.
Noland and Bardon's is a rather comprehensive- bibliography that includes a number of
the historical papers preceding the special 1967 issue of theims mat iff School P%tft hol-m'''. of which it is a part. The word "supplementary" in the title means that the bibliog-
raphy does not duplicate any (ithe references Already cited lw authors of article's in the
special issue. Both this item and the Se hoeppe bibliography encompass elementary
school behavioral science as well as high school psychology.

Partin. K. L. Teaching high school psychology: A bibliography. UnpUblished bibliography,
1973. ( At ailabl on request from the author, Ottawa !fills high School, a32 Evergreen
Road. Toledo. ;Ohio .4.uiel.) This bibliography contains 1fI7 references concenfitat all
aspect s of high se hood psychology ranging from teacher training to science fair projects.

St itoeppe. A. reaching psychology and the behavioral sciences in the schools: 1966-1970.
Joy riled nl Sc loon! 1)%hology. 1971. 9, 303-309. This bibliography supplements theNoland and Hanlon one. covering the 1966-1970 period. It also notes some pr1966
articles not t ()tend by Noland and Hardin'.

or.
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Abrams. A. M.. & Stanley. j. C. Preparation of high school psychology teachers by colleges.
American Psychologist. 19(i7. 22; 166-169.

Americim Psychological Association. The psgehology teacher's resource boa: First
toure. Washiugtoi . Airthor, 1973.

Anderson. R. L. Psychology in Michigan's high schools. American Psycho/ogist. 1965. 20.

AU bert ne . 11. E. model cle me nt a Of teachereducati6n program for sat science majors:
.4n interdisciplinary approach. Bloomington. Ill.: Illinois State University. October
1972. Mimeo)

169.
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